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ABSTRACT 

This study is aimed at basic research on a-SiC:H and a-SiOC:H alloys prepared in a 
form of thin films using plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition. These alloys were 
deposited from tetravinylsilane monomer and its mixtures with argon or oxygen gas at 
different effective powers under pulsed plasma. Deposited films were investigated by 
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy, spectro-
scopic ellipsometry, and nanoindentation to observe their chemical, optical, and me-
chanical properties as a function of deposition conditions. 

ABSTRAKT 
Tato studie je zaměřena na základní výzkum přípravy a-SiC:H a a-SiCO:H slitin 

plazmových polymerů pomocí metody plazmochemické depozice z plynné fáze (PE-
CVD). Tyto slitiny byly připravovány depozicí z monomeru tetravinylsilanu (TVS) a 
jeho směsí s kyslíkem a argonem při různých efektivních výkonech pulzního plazmatu. 
Připravené tenké vrstvy byly za účelem získání závislostí optických, mechanických a 
chemických vlastností na depozičních podmínkách zkoumány pomocí metod spektros-
kopické elipsometrie (ELL), nanoindentace (NI), fotoelektronové spektrometrie (XPS) a 
Fourierovy transformované infračervené spektrometrie  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Plasma polymerization is well recognized as the important part of material science. 

The first mentions about material known today as plasma polymers appeared to the 
middle of 19th century like the waste material with presence in areas of glow discharges. 
Further investigation specializes to study properties of these materials starts after next 
hundred years in year 1930 . From this time, materials based on plasma polymers are 
intensively studied [1] for exactly large amount of very different applications. Re-
searches, which studied plasma polymer films structure observes that the plasma poly-
mers have very different structure to compare with conventional polymers. This obser-
vation induces larger and higher sophisticated development in this scope in industrial 
areas such as barrier coatings for the corrosion protection of metals [2], [3], barrier coat-
ings protecting against gas transmission trough packing (oxygen, water, CO2 barriers) 
[4], [5], hard films [6], [7] , low and friction films [8], thin layers with low dielectric 
constant [9] and many others, until today. 

Plasma polymers give sets of properties, which would not be obtained from con-
ventional polymerization, such se foils with thickness in nanometers scale (20 nm) with 
structure and mechanical properties not so depending at the monomer chemical reactivi-
ty and monomer structure. Because the plasma polymerization is chemical process 
stimulated by physical effects, the monomers used for polymerization does not need 
reaction centers (like double bonds) and reactive groups, if they are not wanted in the 
material structure. Because of that plasma polymerization is able to produce “tailored” 
materials with strictly defined properties.  

This diploma thesis is focused to preparation of highly defined properties thin films 
using plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition. By changing deposition conditions 
during deposition process would be made thin films with very different values of opti-
cal, mechanical, electrical and chemical properties. For this diploma thesis the monomer 
from group of organosilanoles – tetravinylsilane was used and deposition conditions 
were regulated by flow rate, composition of reactive gas and power supplied to the reac-
tor chamber. Properties of plasmas were monitored primary by MS and final films 
properties were monitored by FTIR, ELL, XPS and Nanoindentation.  
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2 THEORETICAL PART 

2.1 Thin film 

What is the thin film?  At first is consequently important to define, what film is. Film 
is defined as layer type body. Layer is body, which has one of its dimensions signifi-
cantly smaller than remaining two (Fig. 1). Easily it can be defined also by surface (S) 
to volume ratio (V), because the layers have . Secondary what is thin? This 
question is causing semantic problems for whole science community. One of the most 
often used attitudes is that the thin film (layer) is so thin as the characteristic psychical 
property has consequently changed from the bulk material property. A change of the 
characteristic psychical value is caused because surfaces are so near to themselves. A 
typical psychical property that changes with approaching surfaces is electrical conduc-
tivity and resistance (mean free length), melting point, optical properties (like refraction 
angle, coherence length). Thin film can be formatted from inorganic, organic and hybrid 
(organometallics, organosiloxanes etc.) with amorphous, crystalline and semicrystaline 
structure. Typical thickness of thin layer is from 1 nm (monolayer of atoms) up to 
10 µm (as the maximum thickness, where the characteristic property change is detecta-
ble) [10], [11]. 

 
 

  

6S V >>

Fig. 1: Model of layer type body 
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2.2 Thin film deposition 

Thin film deposition methods are typically divided into two separate groups by their 
principle. First is based on psychical processes like vaporization or kinetic energy trans-
fer (impact) and it is named as Psychical Vapor Deposition (PVD). Second group is 
based on chemical reactions and it is named Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD). This 
division is not so precise, because some specific methods, sometimes named as “Reac-
tive PVD processes” (like as Reactive Sputtering), are using both principles [10], [11], 
[12]. 

 
Often are PVD and CVD processes distinguished by following four rules, which must 

PVD process accomplish [11]: 
1. Psychical mechanisms by which atoms enter the gas phase (like as evapora-

tion or impact) 
2. Addiction on solid or molten sources, as opposed to generally gaseous pre-

cursors in CVD methods 
3. General absence of chemical reactions (with some explanations like as reac-

tive PVDs). 
4. Higher demands on vacuum environment through which gaseous atoms are 

transported 
Currently the decision of using specific technology for specific thin film preparation 

is not always obvious, because actual trends are in using hybrid technologies that have 
combined advantages of more methods as like as using methods, which combine PVD 
and CVD process [11].  

2.2.1 Physical vapor deposition 

 Evaporation 2.2.1.1
The objective of this method for thin film deposition is to controlled transfer of evap-

orated atoms from heated source to substrate with lower temperature, where film for-
mation and grow proceed atomistically by condensation.  For this process is required 
vacuum at level at least  [11], [13]. .  

 Sputtering 2.2.1.2
Sputtering is method of PVD based on impact of high energy ions or particles, gener-

ated by low pressure electrical discharge, accelerated by electrical field (DC, AC or 
RF)from working gas (typically Ar) to conductive cathode – target (or material on it, 
which may not be conductive), which cause ejection of atoms to evacuated area. Ejected 
atoms are transported to substrates, which are facing target, where film formation oc-
curs [10], [11], [12], [14], [15]. 

 

310 Pa−<
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Special type of sputtering is Reactive sputtering (hybrid CVD/PVD method), which is 
using chemical reactive gas in working gas mixture. Reactive gas reacts with erupted 
species of cathode material and forms new chemical substances. Typical example can 
be oxide formation, which is realized by using oxygen as reactive compound of working 
gas [10], [11]. Another types of sputtering are using additive forces to improve density 
of plasma discharge near to the target (cathode) and improve deposition rates, like as 
magnetic force in magnetron sputtering [15].  

 Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD) 2.2.1.3
The applicability of pulsed laser deposition in thin-films rests largely in its simplicity 

in implementation. Pulsed laser deposition is PVD process, carried out in vacuum sys-
tem that shares some process characteristics common with molecular epitaxy and some 
with sputtering. In PLD process a pulsed laser is focused onto a target of material to be 
deposited. For sufficiently high energy density, each laser pulse vaporizes or ablates a 
small amount of material, which creates a plasma “plume”.  The ablated material is 
ejected from the target in highly forward-directed plasma plume against substrate. The 
plasma plume provides material flow for film formation. PLD has some important ad-
vantages. For example it can directly ablate non-conductive materials, such as poly-
mers, organic and inorganic compounds with conserve of its chemise and stoichiometry 
[16]. 

2.2.2 Chemical vapor deposition 
Chemical vapor deposition is group of processes, which are specified by chemical reac-
tion of volatile compound of a material to be deposited, with optional other gases, to 
produce non-volatile products of thin-film on substrates and waste gaseous products, 
which must be removed. Because CVD processes usually do not require high levels of 
vacuum or unusual consume of electric power, they are usually preferred before energy 
and economically demanding PVD processes. CVD processes are widely used for thin 
film production, but it can be also used for preparation of high purity powders and 
bulks. CVD processes have some large advantages in contrast to PVD processes. At 
first, CVD process can grow thin film in all surface of product include holes, cavities 
and averted sides in contrast to for example evaporation or sputtering, where substrates 
must be faced in front of evaporator or sputtering target.  Secondary CVD processes 
deals higher quality of film, better uniformity and higher throughput [11], [17], [18].  

CVD processes are large group, because specific technologies are using specific con-
ditions for CVD. Reactors for CVD can be atmospheric to 100 Pa working pressure rat-
ed, reactors can be hot-wall or cold-wall and many other parameter can be set, which 
can allow them usage in large amount of very different types of industries. For example 
CVD processes are used very often in semiconductor industry (as example at Fig. 2 
schematic of metal-oxide transistor), but also as the final coating of machinating tools 
(drills, milling tips) in mechanical engineering industry [11], [18]. 
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Fig. 2:Schematic cross-sectional view of typical MOS transistor. Almost everything was made 
by CVD technology [11]. 

 

 Reaction schema of CVD processes 2.2.2.1
The fundamental reaction schema of almost every CVD process is described by fol-

lowing picture Fig. 3.  
 

 

Fig. 3: Sequence of gas transport and reaction processes contributing to CVD film growth [11]. 
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Picture Fig.3 provides information that integrates following steps [11]: 
 

1. Convective and diffusion transport of reactants from the gas inlets to the re-
action  

2. Chemical reactions in the gas phase to produce new reactive species and 
by-products. 

3. Transport of the initial reactants and their products to the substrate surface 
4. Adsorption (Chemical and also Psychical) and diffusion of these species on 

the substrate surface. 
5. Heterogeneous reaction catalyzed by the surface leading to film formation. 
6. Desorption of volatile side-products of surface reaction 
7. Convective and diffusion transport of the reaction by-products away from 

the reaction zone. 

 CVD reaction types 2.2.2.2
To view the scope of CVD processes, it is useful to briefly categorize types of chemi-

cal reactions that have been used to CVD thin film deposition. Usually is this chemical 
reactions gas-phase or gas-to-solid reactions [11]. 

Pyrolisis is thermal decomposition of such gaseous species like as hydrides on hot 
surfaces (often substrate). Following formula {1} is an example of usage of high-
temperature pyrolysis of silane to produce of polycrystalline or amorfous silicon films. 

 
 T 650 C

4 2SiH Si 2H= °⎯⎯⎯⎯→ +   {1} 
 
Reduction reactions commonly employ hydrogen gas to effect the reduction of gase-

ous species as halides, oxyhalides or carbonyl halides. Well known is reaction example 
of epitaxial Silicon formation formula {2}. 

 
 T>1200 C

4 2 (s)SiCl 2H Si 4HCl°+ ⎯⎯⎯⎯→ +  {2} 

 
Oxidation is commonly used CVD process reaction as process of silicon oxide for-

mation for electro-technical and optical usage and alumina oxides for hard-
coatingformation formula {3}. 

. 
 4 2 2 2SiH SiO 2HO+ ⎯⎯→ +  {3} 
 
Compound formation like as nitride, boride, carbide etc., is group of CVD processes, 

which require the reactive components in gas phase or in volatile form. Thin films are 
formatted typically on hot surfaces of products, which want to be coated - formula {4}. 

 
 4 4 (s)SiCl CH SiC 4HCl+ ⎯⎯→ +  {4} 
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Disproportionation reactions are possible when a nonvolatile metal can form volatile 

compound having different degree of stability depends on temperature. Exemplar can be 
system GeI2 – GeI4 showed at following formula {5}. 

 
 300 C

2(g) (s) 4(g)600 C
2GeI Ge GeI°

°
⎯⎯⎯→ +←⎯⎯⎯  {5} 

 
Reversible transfer reactions are characterized by a reversal in equilibrium reaction at 

source and deposition region maintained at different temperatures within one reactor. 
Very important example is the deposition of epitaxial GaAs films by the chloride pro-
cess – formula following as formula {6}. 

 
 750 C

4(g) 2(g) (g) 2 ( ) ( )850 C
As As 6GaCl 3H 6GaAs 6HCls g

°

°
⎯⎯⎯→+ + + +←⎯⎯⎯  {6} 

 

 CVD processes division 2.2.2.3
Usually are CVD processes divided into Thermal processes of CVD and Enhanced 

processes of CVD.  
Thermal processes of CVD are using heated substrates, where the reaction and film 

formation occurs. In this group was usually classed Atmospheric pressure CVD 
(APCVD), Low pressure CVD (LPCVD), Metal-organic CVD (MOCVD) and also 
some publications [ [17], [11]] include in this group Molecular epitaxy methods (like as 
Organometallic vapor phase epitaxy (OMVPE) and Metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy 
(MOVPE). 

Enhanced methods of CVD are using additional sources of energy that involves 
chemical reaction. These sources of energy are for example lasers in Laser enhanced 
CVD (LECVD) and very often plasmas in Plasma enhanced CVD (PECVD) [ [17], 
[11]]. PECVD, because it is one of main themes of this work, is in higher detail de-
scribed in capture 2.2.3. 

2.2.3 Plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition 
In plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) processes, glow discharges 

are sustained within chambers, where simultaneous vapor-phase chemical reaction and 
film deposition occur. PECVD like as many other processes of thin film deposition was 
accelerated mainly, because semiconductor industry needs quality films in relatively 
low temperatures (ideal below 300 °C), which can be by PECVD methods prepared 
[11], [17]. Because typical PECVD processes are at lower pressure and temperature it 
has also higher deposition rates than the thermal CVD methods. 
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 Plasma 2.2.3.1
Principles of PECVD are based on plasma state; therefore some briefly specification 

of plasma follows.  
Plasma of atoms or molecules is four state of matter, which can be specified as elec-

tro-neutral (or better quasi-neutral) mixture of electrons, negatively and positively 
charged species and neutral atoms and molecules. To make plasma state, electron must 
be separated from atoms (or molecules) to the gas state or atoms must be ionized. In 
cosmic scale researches assumes that the 99 % of space mass is in high-temperature and 
high-ionized plasma state [19] [20]. 

A plasma can be produced by substance temperature rising until a reasonably high 
fractional ionization is obtained. Under thermodynamic equilibrium conditions the Saha 
equation (formula {7}) defines the degree of ionization. Plasmas in thermodynamic 
equilibrium are very common in nature (especially in space) but non-common in the 
laboratories [20] [19]. 

 

 
3
2 1 exp (eV)

1
i i

i i

n UCT
n n kT

⎛ ⎞
= −⎜ ⎟− ⎝ ⎠

 {7} 

in is number density of electrons with ionization energy, C is quantum mechanical 
constant contributing with weight of electron and Planck’s constant (typical about 

212.405 10⋅ ), iU is ionization energy,  k is Boltzmann constant and T  is temperature 
(°C).  

Plasma can be generated by processes, which rises the degree of ionization much 
above the thermodynamic equilibrium.  These processes can be photoionization or elec-
trical gas discharge (also some other processes exist like collision with high energetic 
ion or by surface ionization) [20].  

In photoionization principle of plasma generation photon with energy the same or 
higher than ionization energy must be absorbed. This process can be very complicated 
because for example ionization energy of oxygen 13.6eV is identical to light with wave-
length 91nm. For many atoms must be used x-ray or gamma rays [20].   

In gas discharge an electrical field is applied across the ionized gas, which accelerates 
free electrons to energies sufficiently high to ionize other atoms by collisions.  Charac-
teristically to this process is that the energy from electrodes is much better transferred to 
the light electrons than to the heavy ions, therefore temperature of electrons in gas dis-
charge is much higher than the temperature of ions [20]. 

For physical specification of plasma is very often used description by Debye length 
parameter, which provides a measure of the distance over which the influence of the 
electric field of an individual charged particle (or some nonzero potential surface) is felt 
by the other charged particles inside the plasma. The charged particle arrange them-
selves in such a way as to effectively shield any electrostatic field within a distance of 
Debye length. Shielding of electric fields is consequence of the collective effects of the 
plasma particles. Debye length ( )Dλ  is defined by following equation {8}. Equation 
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shows that the Debye length is directly proportional to the square root of the tempera-
ture ( )T  and inversely proportional to square root of the electron number density ( )en  

[20] [19].  

 0
2D

e

kT
n e
ε

λ =
⋅

 {8} 

0ε is permitivity of free space and e  is ion charge. 
Also is very convenient to define Debye sphere as a sphere inside of plasma with ra-

dius of Debye length. Any electrostatic field is originated outside of the Debye sphere is 
effectively shielded by the charged particles and not contribute to significantly to the 
electric field existing in center.  Consequently every charge interacts only with particles 
inside of Debye sphere ( )DN  [19] [20]. 

 34
3D D eN nπλ=  {9} 

 
One of main consequences of this effect is that the plasma using reactors must be 

much larger (main size parameter L  ) than the Debye length. This concequence is also 
first criterion of plasma [20]. 

 DL λ>>  {10} 
Since the shielding effect of plasma is the result of the collective particle behaviour 

inside a Debye sphere it is also necessary that the number of electrons inside of Debye 
sphere be very large. A second criterion of plasma is therefore  

 3 1e Dn λ >>  {11} 
This equation means is that average distance between electrons must be very small 

compared to Debye length [20]. 
Third criterion of plasma is criterion of macroscopic charge neutrality [20].  
 e i

i
n n=∑  {12} 

 Technological equipment 2.2.3.2
Plasma enhanced CVD processes are distinguished by excitation source to for exam-

ple RF or microwave and also by type of coupling to capacitive or inductive. Take into 
consideration this construction of reactors (and apparatuses completely) varies [11], 
[17].  

Reactor of direct system is always evacuate-able chamber from conductive or non-
conductive material. Easiest type is tube or cell (tunnel type) of non-conductive materi-
al, such as glass, with coil over it (inductively coupled type) or rings or plates (capaci-
tive coupled type) for ionization energy transfer from the source. Inductive coupling is 
used to apply the radio-frequency voltage leading to higher plasma density and mono-
mer fragmentation [21] .Most often used reactor type is cylindrical with parallels plates 
as electrodes inside (conductive materials are used for body material of reactor) or out-
side (non-conductive materials are used). Typical example of cylindrical reactor is his-
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torical Reinberg type, which is shown by Fig. 4.  Main advantages of this type of reac-
tors are radial uniformity of discharge between electrodes, which enables reasonably 
uniform and controllable grow of thin film and good distribution of reactive gas [11]. 
Several modification of this type of reactor exist to, e.g. add a substrate bias voltage or 
use non-even formed electrodes to vary ion bombardment on substrate surface. 

 

Fig. 4: Histororical reactor for PECVD process constructed by Reinberg 1971 [11] 

In some special application, which needs lowered concentration of radicals and other 
plasma-activated species and by-products on substrates, the Remote type of reactor (also 
known as indirect) can be used. This type of reactors has distinguished zone of plasma 
discharge and zone of thin-film formation [11], [22]. 

Source of energy for PECVD reactors is typically alternating current sources, espe-
cially Radiofrequency (RF) current source with frequency between 100 kHz to 40 MHz 
or Microwave current source (MW) with frequency in 1–5 GHz (typically 2,45GHz) 
with or without magnetic enhancement (ECR). Sometimes also medium frequency 
plasma sources such as dual-magnetron systems (50kHz) are used. DC charges aren’t 
used commonly because thin-films generated by PECVD is most commonly dielectric 
[22], [11], [17]. All of this type of sources must be matched to the impedance of the 
system [22]. Most often, this is realized by matching networks composed from the vari-
able induction coil, in series to load, and variable capacitor parallel to load or by com-
position of  non-variable induction coil and two variable capacitors – one in series with 
load, second in parallel, but many other solutions are possible [23]. 

Most frequently are PECVD systems evacuated, for these applications are used vacu-
um pumps with suitable pressure and gas flow rating accommodating selected type of 
technology.  Commonly as fore vacuum pumps, the rotary vane pumps or for more sen-
sitive application dry pumps like Scroll type are used. Because many PECVD technolo-
gies use pressures from 5–100Pa [22], fore-vacuum pumps may be suitable as only one 
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vacuum source, but in some more sensitive technologies (like in semiconductor indus-
try) higher purity of the reactor area is needed. Purity is most commonly realized by 
pumping up to high-vacuum levels, therefore turbomolecular pumps or diffusion oil 
pumps are used (Fig. 5) [11], [24].  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Reactivity gases flow must be accurate controlled primary for the reaction conditions 

stability and also for the typical high economical consumptive. For this control usually 
mass-flow controllers are used [25]. 

 Mechanism of PECVD process 2.2.3.3
PECVD is method that uses low-molecular mass, volatile or vaporized species (mon-

omers) with assistance of plasma energy to form high-molecular mass compounds – 
plasma-polymers (pp) in process called plasma polymerization. Plasma polymerization 
is process that can be specified as thin-film formatting process, where thin-films are 
deposit directly on substrates without any previous fabrication, than direct plasma 
treatment. In chemical meaning is plasma polymerization very different from any other 
type of polymerization. Plasma polymerization use the plasma energy to fragmentation 
of monomer species to radicals and ions, which means that the polymerization doesn’t 
occurs at the end of chain as in conventional radical or ionic polymerization, but it is 
atomic polymerization principle (refer to schema on Fig. 6) . 

 

Fig. 5: Function illustration of Turbomolecularpump and Diffusion oil pump [117] 
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Fig. 6: Schematic presentation of plasma polymerization [11] 

 

That means, excluding other facts, for example that the plasma polymerization can re-
tain unsaturated bonds in its final products. Following Fig. 7 represents overall plasma 
polymerization principle. 

 

Fig. 7:Overall plasma polymerization principle  [26] 

 
Fig. 7 shows essential plasma-polymerization principle, which was proposed by Ya-

suda. In first step, the hydrogen atoms, was eliminated by plasma electrons and mono-
radicals  and biradicals (bifunctional particals as radical-ions)  forms. At next 
step radicals (or biradicals), which was produced by plasma-electron collisions, reacts 
with “new” molecule of monomer or with other radical (or biradical) by recombination 
process to form new radical or neutral products. Also neutral molecule, which is product 
from previously acted reaction can be activated by plasma again and react. Cycling of 
this process plasma-polymers forms [26] [11].  
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 Monomers for PECVD processes 2.2.3.4
PECVD technologies are able to produce various types of products like as e.g. mixed 

oxides, nitrides, carbides, hydrides, various types of plasma polymers and many others, 
depending only on monomers, which are used [11], [24], [22]. 

Monomers for PECVD may be selected for its chemical composition, which can in-
dependently ensure required thin-film composition (fluorocarbons, hydrocarbons etc.), 
or they are selected as particular source of final structure, which has to be supplemented 
by other monomer or reactive gas (nitrogen, oxygen …). By the range of the application 
of PECVD, really large amount of monomers can be used. In following paragraph only 
some examples was selected. 

Significant share of PECVD industry (and research also) is focused on barrier films 
and low-k  films, which are using organosilicon gases as monomers, to form alloys a-
SiCO:H, a-SiC:H, or compounds like SiOx or SiNx. Typical examples of this monomers 
are e.g. trimethylsilane (CH3)3SiH [27], [28], [29], [30], tetramethylsilane (CH3)4Si 
[31], [32], [33], hexamethyldisiloxane (CH3)6Si2 [34], [35], [36], tetraethylorthosilicate 
(CH3–CH2–O)4Si [37], [38], [39], tetramethyl-cyclotetrasiloxane [40], [41], hexameth-
ylendisilazane (CH3)3–Si–NH–Si–(CH3)3 [22] and silane SiH4 [42], [43], [44].  

Other share of PECVD research is concentrated at diamond like carbon layers (DLC). 
For produce of DLC most often are used hydrocarbons like methane [45], [46], ethyne 
[47], [48] or mixtures of hydrocarbons and organosiloxane [49] are used. 
 

 Deposition conditions 2.2.3.5
PECVD processes needs for their successful activity sufficient amount of molecules 

of reactive gas, opposite the plasma treatment processes which needs only small amount 
of them. That is the reason, why pressures in PECVD processes are usually between 1–
1400 Pa absolute pressures [11] [21]. More precisely than pressure, the flow of media in 
reactor must be secured. Exact flow rates depend on reactor sizes.  

PECVD is used for production very different types of products, but one of its most 
known advantages, opposite the thermal CVD is lower temperature of process. Typical 
process temperatures in semiconductor industry do not exceed 450 °C [50] [21]. Very 
often also ambient temperatures are used, or samples are cooled to ambient or lower 
temperatures (e.g. because of its thermal instability) [21]. 

Most important parameter of PECVD processes is electric power, and its type, pro-
vided to the reactor. Frequently is RF or MW sources used with large range of power 
(actually power must be selected, by supposed size of plasma zone) and current densi-
ties.  

A deposition rate varies with other deposition parameters, frequently from
1 210 10 nm− −  per second [21]. 
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2.3 Thin film analysis 

For this thesis two main tasks were entered. First task concerned preparation of thin 
films and second its analysis. Because of that following chapter theoretically describes 
basics of methods witch would be possibly used to prepared film analysis. 

2.3.1 Spectroscopic analysis 
Spectroscopy is the study of interaction of sample (matter) and radiated energy. Spec-

troscopic methods are using very long range of frequencies (wavelengths), which obvi-
ously defines it usage. For spectroscopic methods is typical, their output, which is graph 
of signal dependence on energy of radiation – it is called “spectrum”. 

 

 Fourier Transformed Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) 2.3.1.1
Infrared spectroscopy is one of most important analytical methods for characterization 

of chemical structure of organic and also inorganic molecules. Infrared spectroscopy 
offers important advantages in that the measurements can be carried out for nanolayers 
located not only on a solid substrate but also on solid-gaseous, solid-liquid, liquid-liquid 
interfaces, with no destruction on either medium [51]. 

Principle is infrared spectroscopy based on adsorption of characteristic infrared beam 
(780nm – 1mm wavelength) by molecules of analyzed sample, which involves in mole-
cules changes of its vibrational and rotational states. 

Fourier transformed infrared spectrometer is composed from following basic parts 
[52]: 

1. IR emitter (source – usually electrical heated ceramic body) 
2. Beam splitter (device splitting beam from source into mirrors of interfer-

ometer and sample) 
3. Michelson interferometer (based on fixed and moving (scanner) mirror) 
4. Detector  

Typical schema of FTIR spectrometer is shown at picture Fig. 8. 
 

 

Fig. 8: Basic principle of FTIR spectrometer [52] 
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For usage infrared spectroscopy (witch some exceptions only Fourier transformed IR 

is used) for analysis of thin films typical methods have to be adapted to measure spectra 
with very small amount of substance.  For example thin film on substrate, which is IR 
transparent, is offending, because very thin layer deals only very low signal. For this 
application Multiple Internal Reflection (MIR) technique was developed.  Many other 
techniques are developed or modified from bulk material analysis e.g. Diffuse Reflec-
tance Infrared Fourier Transform Spectroscopy (DRIFTS), Infrared Reflection Absorp-
tion Spectroscopy (IRRAS), Attuned total reflectance (ATR) etc. Techniques used for 
analysis in IR spectra commonly uses polarization of incidence light [51].  

Fourier transformed infrared spectroscopy is very often used for analysis of thin films 
prepared by PECVD processes. Frequently is FTIR used for determination of structure 
of a-Si:H layers [53], [54], a-SiCO:H [55], [56] as like determination density of signifi-
cant bonds in structure [57] and also in special cases also for quantitative (and semi-
quantitative) analysis [57]. 
 

 Spectroscopic ellipsometry 2.3.1.2
Ellipsometry is a spectroscopic optical measurement technique that characterizes light 

reflection or transmission from sample. The key feature of ellipsometry is that it 
measures the change in polarized light upon light reflection on a sample (or light trans-
mission by a sample). Name “Ellipsometry” originate in elliptical polarization of light, 
which is used for ellipsometry measurement [58], [59].  

Measurement of ellipsometric spectra consist of data phase difference  and ampli-

tude ratio , between p-polarized and s-polarized light, depending on wavelength of 

light. In general, the spectroscopic ellipsometry measurement is carried out in the ultra-
violet-visible (UV-VIS) region, butmeasurement in the infrared region has also been 
performed widely [58], [59]. 

 

Fig. 9: Elliptical polarization of light  
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Usage of spectroscopic ellipsometry (ELL) is really wide. Frequently is  ELL used for 
determination of optical constants as like complex reflective index [60] [61], absorption 
coefficient [60] [61], complex dielectric constant [61],  thin-film thicknesses [61], 
Bandgap [62], Surface temperature, Phase structure and also some concentration and 
mobility measurements [63]. Very often is ELL also used in in-situ modification, which 
allows ELL to make real-time measurements, like kinetic studies or as real-time control 
of CVD and molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) processes [58], [59]. 

ELL is able to measure films with thickness between to with number 
of interlayers limited only by optical constants. Only two limitations exist; Surface of 
the sample must be sufficiently reflective and Surface must have sufficiently small 
roughness [59]. 

Ellipsometers have usually construction type: Light source, polarizer, sample, polar-
izer detector. Advanced configurations include phase shift device (retarder) before or 
after sample. By construction of retarder various types of ellipsometers exists, but most 
often are rotating element and polarization modulation types exploited.  Rotating ele-
ment ellipsometers are using continuously rotating element and polariza-

tion modulation types are using photoelastic modulators (PEM) [58], [59]. 
 

 

Fig. 10: Schema of spectroscopic ellipsometer with PEM modulator [64] 

 
As detectors are frequently used photomultiplier tubes or photodiodes (monochroma-

tor distincted). For detection whole spectra at ones (RT-applications) photodiode arrays 
(PDA) or charge coupled detector (CCD) detectors are used [58]. 

 X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) 2.3.1.3
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is currently one of most widely used surface 

analytical technique [65], [66], [67]. Sometimes is this method by industrial laboratories 
named ESCA – Electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis, but this term is to general, 
because many other surface-electron spectroscopies techniques exist [68], [69]. 
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XPS utilizes X-ray photons to ionize atoms and analyzes the kinetic energies of eject-
ed photoelectrons. Atoms core electrons binding energies of the elements are distinc-
tive; therefore XPS can be very valuable method to determining of material composi-
tion. Because the binding energy of atom electrons is influenced by chemical valence, 
also chemical valence takes effect on kinetic energy of ejected core electrons, which 
allows XPS to observe chemical binding information [68], [69]. 

In principle, the surface to be analyzed is irradiated with soft X-ray photons. When a 
photon of energy hν interacts with an core electron in a level of energy X and binding 
energy EB, the entire photon energy is transferred into the electron, which results that 
the core electron is ejected with kinetic energy EKIN, which is defined by following 
equation {13}.  

 ,  {13} 
where  is small, almost constant work function term. 
Obviously X-ray photon energy hν must be greater than binding energy of atom. After 

the photoelectron has been ejected, the atom is left with vacancy in core level. An elec-
tron from higher energy level generally occupies this, and subsequent de-excitation of 
the atom energy may occur by emission of Auger electron or X-ray fluorescence. Thus 
this in all spectra of XPS features appears as result of both - Photoemission and Auger 
emission (Fig. 11). 
 

 

Fig. 11: Principle of photoelectron and Auger emission 

 
For the principle of the work, XPS systems must be evacuated to ultra-high vacu-

um (UHV) with level at least up to  Pa and all of purity criteria for UHV must be 
satisfied. As the typical primary X-Ray beam sources, Mg and Al  X-ray tubes are 

used. For perfectly adequate and more precise measurement “tunable source” Synchro-
tron beamlines may be used. For the analysis of ejected electron energies the concentric 
hemisoheral analysers (CHA) are applied and photomultiplier tubes realize detection. 

KIN B SE h Eν φ= − −

Sφ

71 10−⋅

( )Kα
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 Rutherford Backscattering Spectroscopy (RBS) 2.3.1.4
Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy is one of most often used analytical tech-

niques for quantitative analysis of composition, thickness and depth profiles of thin sol-
id and bulk solids surfaces. Because of its quantitative feature, RBS often serves as 
standard for other techniques (e.g. calibration of quantitative interpretation of FTIR 
[57]). 

In RBS, a beam of mono-energetic ions, usually He+ of typical energy from range 
 is directed at the target, and the energies of the ions, which are scattered 

backwards is analyzed. In the backscattering collision, energy is transferred from the 
projectile ion to the target atom. Energy ratio between energy of projectile ion  after 
collision and energy before collision  is called the kinematic factor K (figure {14}) 
[68] [70] [71]. 

  {14} 

Kinematic factor K shows that the energy after scattering depends only at mass of the 
projectile ( ), mass of the sample atom ( ) and angle of incidence ( ). Typically

,  and  are known, which allows to determine  and identify the sample atom. 
For sufficient scattering mass of sample atom  must be higher than projectile ion 
mass  [68] [70] [71]. 

Main advantage of ion methods is that they are not acting only at surface but also in 
volume of material. Equation 15 is valid only for atom scattered on surface of sample. 
In fact, the ion penetrates the target and an ion might be scattered by any sample atom 
trough the beam path.  Energies of projectile ions which are used in RBS provide 
straight line trajectory trough the sample. When the projectile ion passes through the 
sample, his energy is decreased by excitation and ionization of sample atoms (electronic 
energy loss). The energy loss per unit of path length (depth in sample) is called as stop-
ping power, which acts on RBS spectrum by widening of sample atom peak [68] [71]. 

RBS is psychical method of analyze sample, because of its principle, it cannot deal 
any sample chemical information [71]]. 

Ion beams suitable for RBS are typically produced by particle accelerators, most 
widely by Van den Graaff type. One type of ions is selected by analyzing magnet. The 
beam spot is most often selected as and for more precisely mapping spot reduc-
ing electromagnetic lens are used. Whole volume of RBS aperture is usually evacuated 
to UHV vacuum (but at least to  Pa). For general analysis technique, sample is 
mounted on holder with selected angle of incidence. When the structure is also demand-
ed, sample is mounted on multiple axis manipulator. Best angle of incidence is  but 
for practical reasons  is used. As detector solid state detector (SSD), surface bar-
rier detector (SBD) or passivated implanted planar silicon (PIPS) may be used [68] [70] 
[71]. 
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Because RBS is a major technique for the analysis of thin solid films and surfaces of 
bulk material, it has very large spectrum of usage. Most RBS uses are field tor analysis 
of semiconductors and other support material in semiconductors technology. 

For study of PECVD silicon and organosilicon films was RBS used in [Chang] for 
study Si/O2 ratio in nanocrystals, for study of SiC content [72] and for study multilayers 
[73]. 

 Elastic Recoil Detection Analysis (ERDA) 2.3.1.5
Elastic Recoil Detectionis an Ion Beam Analysis technique in materials science to ob-

tain elemental concentration depth profiles in thin films. In ERDA target atoms, which 
are recoiled in the forward direction by projectiles with energies in MeV range, are ana-
lyzed, but not the scattered projectiles (RBS technique). Because the sensitivity of ER-
DA is almost the same for all types of atoms, method is most commonly used for analy-
sis of light elements, which are very hard to analyze by RBS.  

 

 

Fig. 12: Principle of projectile ion action in ERDA and RBS technique 

The ERDA provides depth as well as mass information regarding the target particle 
location and therefore allows simultaneous profiling of all elements within the substrate.  

In ERDA the particle yield is measured in forward scattering geometry – at angles of 
detection lower than 90° relatively to the beam.  As the projectile ion are most common-
ly used light projectiles like He or C ions with energies between 2-10 MeV for analysis 
of very light elements (e.g. hydrogen). Moreover medium heavy (e.g. Cl) or Heavy (e.g. 
Au) with energies about 30MeV respectively 100MeV are used for the analysis of light 
and intermediate elements. Projectile ions are produced by ion accelerators (mainly by 
tandem Van den Graff type). 

Particle identification can be achieved by Energy loss measurement or by velocity 
measurement (TOF method). Energy loss method is using thin solid foil or gas layer in 
front of detector to identify particles of the same energy (in most cases Milar foil or Al 
foil is used). In TOF systems, particle energies are usually determined by time of flight 
measurement between two thin foils (most often Carbon). First foil delivers start signal 
and second stop signal.  
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Detection of recoiled ions is realized by solid-state or surface barrier detector (SDSs) 
detector. 

In thin film analysis is ERDA mainly used for study of light elements profile like ox-
ygen [74], carbon [75] and mainly hydrogen [75], [76], [74]. 

 Mass spectrometry (MS) 2.3.1.6
Mass spectrometry is for application to study of thin-films used in two very different 

ways. First usage is for in-situ monitoring of reactive gas during deposition and moni-
toring of residual gas. Second application is uses for analysis of prepared films by Ma-
trix-assisted laser desorption/ionization with (frequently) time of flight analyzer 
(MALDI-TOF) technique.    

Mass spectrometry is simply analytical technique, which offers division of charged 
particles by their mass, respectively mass to charge ratio m/z [77]. 

Every mass spectrometer consists of three major parts: the ion source, the mass ana-
lyzer and the detector. Since the mass analyzer and the detector require low pressure for 
operation, the instruments needs to have a sufficiently powerful HV pumping system 
[77] [78]. 

Role of the ion source is to create gas phase ions. Because, this thesis is focused on 
thin layers and its technology of preparation, next information has contribution with 
that. For reactive (plasma) gas analysis only Electron ionization type of ion source 
makes sense, because it is only one, which results (with optimal settings) can be com-
pared with databases. Other types of ion sources are unspecific. For analysis of prepared 
film MALDI would be used as ion source, but this method cannot be compared with 
databases spectra [77] [78]. 

Analyzer for plasma monitoring is frequently quadrupole or in tandem ranked tree 
quadrupoles. Quadrupole consist of four cylindrical rods, set parallel to each other, 
when always pair has same potencial with submitted RF current. RF current causes the 
electrical field, which is passable only for selected m/z ratio particles on the way to de-
tector. All other particles collide with rods. For MALDI ionization technique frequently 
TOF is used. TOF is simply long glass tube with accelerator at start (gives start signal) 
and detector at the end (term signal). Division is realized by difference of speed of par-
ticles with different m/z ratio. Other methods like magnetic or electrostatic analysers 
may be also used, but they are not so common for their space requirements or like “Or-
bitrap” or FT Ion cyclotrone resonance for them economic aspects [77], [78]. 

Detection is most commonly realized by two types of detectors Faraday cup and elec-
tron multiplayer (SEM) which only noteworthy differencesare range of use and sensitiv-
ity [78]. Because of that in some systems both are installed.  

For process gas analysis the mass spectroscopy were used for deposition plasma in 
various types of modification [79], [80], [81].  
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2.3.2 Microscopic analysis 
Microscopic analysis of prepared thin layers is one of most important analytical 

methods, because it may deal (especially in nanoscale) information about quality of 
prepared layer, its topography same as important parameters of it mechanical, electrical 
and magnetic properties.  

 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)  2.3.2.1
Atomic Force microscopy (AFM) belongs to the group of scanning force microsco-

pies (SFM) techniques.  AFM is the method to see the surface in three-dimensional de-
tail down to the nanoscale.  AFM can image surface of every almost every material 
(hard, soft, …), syntactical or natural (including biological) irrespectively of its opaque-
ness or conductivity. The morphology is perceived by measuring height of the sample in 
each pixel of the photo. Principally is AFM “blind” microscopy because it is using 
“touching” of measurement very sharp tip on soft cantilever to the sample to achieve 
local height, unlike light or electron microscopies.  Physically, AFM is based on atomic 
repulsive force between atoms of sharp tip and atoms of sample [68], [82]. 

AFM measurement is almost contact technique, but simultaneously the contact force 
is set to its minimum by pulling the probe tip over the attractive force out. The pull-out 
force may be reduced by using liquid environment to reduce capillary forces. One other 
option to imagine surfaces more gently is Tapping mode, which is characteristic by 
driving the cantilever (and tip on it) near its resonance frequency by piezo-oscillator. 
Thus this, only internment contact of tip with sample occurs [68], [82]. 

AFM can be operated in two different modes, the constant force mode and the con-
stant height mode. In constant force mode, the cantilever deflection is kept constant by 
changing vertical position tip-sample. Main advantage of this method is that relatively 
large areas can be scanned without destroying the tips. Constant height mode is mode 
when the vertical position of sample is constant and cantilever deflection is varying. 
This mode is faster and it is eliminating temperature drifts, but tip crash are possible. 

Every AFM system must have following basic components [68], [82]: 
1. Sharp tip on a soft cantilever 
2. Detection system for measuring cantilever deformation 
3. Piezoelectric translator to move probe relative to the sample (x,y,z) 
4. Feedback system to keep constant by height adjustment 
5. Imagine system to convert data points to image 

The tips are almost every time silicon or silicon nitride with radius ofcurvature in na-
nometers order. The cantilever must be sufficiently soft, than no damage on sample 
arises. Position of probe is measured by incidence of laser beam to the cantilever and 
measurement its angle of reflection by two photodiodes in defined spacing between 
them [68], [82].  

In additional to topography, some other techniques of AFM are used. Friction force 
microscopy and Lateral force microscopy measures the friction between tip and sample 
surface. Young modulus microscopy is using measure of the response of the tip on verti-
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cal modulation of sample while tip is in contact to achieve differences of surface elastic-
ity. Also other than mechanical forces microscopy can be used. Using electrical conduc-
tive tip electrostatic forces can be achived by Electric force microscopy. Also if tip has 
magnetic domain inside, magnetic properties can be analyzed be Magnetic force mi-
croscopy [68], [82]. 

  Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 2.3.2.2
Scanning electron microscopy is one of the most famous and widely used microscopic 

methods, with the only possible exception of optical microscopy.  
Principally imaging part of typical SEM is based on measuring signal given by detec-

tor of secondary electrons, which are spurted from the sample by primary electron 
beam. Primary electron beam is most commonly produced by thermoionization process 
on electrically heated tungsten cathode or at systems with higher requirements to resolu-
tion is Shottky cathode. Electron beam is focused by set of electronic condenser lenses 
to the sample. Secondary electrons (SE) are detected by detector of SE, which is orien-
tated almost perpendicular to the primary electron beam. Electrical signal detected on 
SE detector gives information about topological contrast [83] [84]. 

Primary electron beam incidence to the sample causes exclusion of previously men-
tioned secondary electron spurt also backscattered electrons (BSE), primary X-rays, X-
ray fluorescence (secondary), UV and visible light (cathodoluminiscence) and Auger 
electron emission. All of these emissions are used for chemical and phase analysis by 
additional detectors. Most commonly are at SEM microscopes installed X-ray detectors 
(mainly energy-dispersive (EDX) but also wavelengthdispersive), which offers charac-
teristic elemental chemical analysis. BSE electrons are electrons reflected from sample 
and they energy is strongly related to atomic number. That allows to make mapping of 
elemental composition of sample [83], [84].  

 

Fig. 13: Illustration of signals generated by incidence of electron-beam in SEM 
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Only one, but very important disadvantage of SEM is requirement of conductivity of 
sample. That does not mean, that nonconductive samples cannot be imaged (or meas-
ured), but surface of the sample must be overcoated by conductive layer [84]. 

SEM imaging is very often used to determine surface quality and thin film properties 
measurements [85]. For verification of PECVD film morphology and topography was 
SEM used [86] [87] [88]. Also SEM can be used as method for thickness monitoring 
(image analysis of cross section) [89].  

2.3.3 Others analysis techniques 

 Nanointendation  2.3.3.1
The fundamental difference between nanoindentation and AFM is that during 

nanoindentation experiment an external load is applied to intender tip. This load enables 
the tip to be pushed into the sample, creating a nanoscale impression on the surface, 
otherwise referred as a nanoindent.  

When indentations are performed on the nanoscale there is a basic problem in measur-
ing the size of the indents. Standard optical microscope cannot be used to image any-
thing smaller than 1µm , while electron microscopy is simply impractical to use (vacu-
um, metallization of sample etc.). To overcome this problem, nanoindentation methods 
was developed that continuously record the load, displacement, time and contact stiff-
ness throughout the indentation process (that’s the reason, why it can be also classified 
to microscopy group). 

In general, nanoindentation instruments include a loading system that may be electro-
static, electromagnetic or mechanical, along with a displacement measuring system that 
may be capacitive or mechanical with optical feedback. 

Nano indentation is able to measure plastic same as elastic properties of the sample 
material. The elastic modulus is obtained by from the contact stiffness (S) calculated by 
following formula {15}, 

 
2

rS E A
π

= ⋅ ,  {15} 

where A  is contact area tip surface and rE  is reduced modulus of the tip. And final 
modulus of elasticity is calculated by equation {16}. 
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where E is modulus of film elasticity, ν  is Poissons ratio of the film and ,i iE ν  are 
constants of the tip. 

In application of nanoindentation to thin films is really important to assume, how 
large a plastic zone before the indenter is. The depth of tip penetration must be selected 
such way to prevent effect of underlying substrate or interlayer (most commonly around 
10% of film thickness) 
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Nanointendation was used for study of materials prepared by PECVD for study e.g. 
Young’s modulus [90], [91], [92], depth profile stiffness and hardness [93] [94], time-
dependent plastic properties [94], phase transformation etc. 

 Contact angle (Wetting) and free surface energy 2.3.3.2
Wetting is the ability of a liquid to maintain contact with a solid surface, resulting 

from intermolecular interactions when the two of surfaces are brought together. Adhe-
sive forces between liquid and solid causes that a liquid drop spreads across the surface. 
Cohesive forces within the liquid cause the drop to ball up and cause contact with the 
surface. The result of adhesive and cohesive forces is formation of “contact angle” be-
tween the interfaces.  

If drop of liquid is dropped onto solid surface, there are to possibilities: the liquid 
spreads the surface completely (super-wetting, contact angle 0θ = ° ) or finite contact 
angle is established. In the second case a three-phase contact line (wetting line) is 
formed. At this interface three-phases are in contact: the solid, the liquid and the vapor 
(or in some cases other liquid). Young’s equation relates the contact angle to interfacial 
tensions , and .S L SLγ γ γ  

 cosS SL Lγ γ γ θ− = ⋅  {17} 
 
If the interfacial tension of bare solid surface Sγ  is higher than the solid liquid inter-

face SLγ , the left side of the equation 17 will be positive. Contact angle has to be posi-
tive and smaller than cos 90θ < °; liquid wets solid. Other way, if cos 90θ > ° the liquid 
is not wetting solid completely. [ [95]] 

 

Fig. 14: Illustration of three-phase contact of liquid drop at solid  [95] 

Determination of contact angle is most commonly realized by observing a sessile drop 
with telescope or microscope. The light source is placed behind the drop, which then 
appears dark. The contact angle is determinate directly with goniometer or by the image 
processing in computer fitting to Laplace equation. For small drops are hydrostatic ef-
fects negligible and contact angle can be determinate directly by measurement of drop 
height ( )h  and contact area radius ( )a .  
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Contact angle is calculated by equation {16}. 
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Also some other methods like Wilhemy plate method or Capillary raise method may 
be used [95]. 

In thin film preparation techniques are this method of analysis used primary for de-
termination quality of preparation processes (cleaning) of substrates [24] or for study of 
prepared films with controlled wetting like superwetting films e.g. by PECVD films 
from fluorocarbons [96] increasing wetting by DLC [97] or preparation of TiO2 films 
with photocatalitic and superhydrophilic acting [98]. 

2.4 PECVD films applications 

As previously mentioned PECVD processes are one of most widely used processes of 
thin film processing all over the world.  Main development in this area is oriented to 
production of functional parts in semiconductor industry (MEMS devices, barriers and 
solar cells), but also some other very applicable areas of usage was developed such as 
gas barrier coatings, corrosion and abrasion protection and specific interlayers in poly-
mer composites. 

In semiconductor industry main development is situated in area of preparation low di-
electric films (low-k) or ultra-low dielectric films for usage as non-conductive barrier in 
shrinking transistors arrays (e.g. computer processors) and other electronic components, 
which needs electrical barriers with constant of conductivity 3k < . This parameter can 
be achieved e.g. by PECVD process with organosiloxanes as precursors. For example 
Cho et. al. achieved that dielectric constant of multilayer thin films prepared from TE-
OS and Toluene as precursors by PECVD process are very dependent on ratio of 
amount inorganic/organic layers [39]. Some investigation of specific “tailoring” of pre-
cursors was also done by François Doniat et. al., which studied dielectric films from  
R1R2R3–Si–CxH2x–Si–R4R5R6 with x = 1, 2 and R = H, Me, OEt precursors assuming 
low-k films with 2.5k =  [99]. Also using mixture of MTMS (C4H12O3Si) and oxygen 
gases as precursors in a PECVD system at room temperature R. Navamathavan et. al. 
studied dependence of effective RF power to dielectric constant of prepared film and 
concluded, that dielectric constant is in range 600-900W decreasing with increasing RF 
power (3.4 for 600W to 2.2 for 900W) [55]. Commonly is also PECVD technology used 
for preparation of a-Si:H (amorphous silicon) films in the production of solar cells 
[100]. 
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Food industry same as part of medicinal and military industry uses PECVD pro-
cessed films as gas barrier coatings. Primary application fields on food packed in pro-
tective (almost inert) atmosphere, which is frequently packed into polyethylene (PE), 
polypropylene (PP) or polyethylene-terephthalate (PET) packages or bottles. This mate-
rials are inexpensive, and well workable, but has disadvantage in the gas (O2, CO2, 
H2O) and other pollutants (favors, aromatic compounds) permeability. This permeabil-
ity may be reduced by SiOx and SiOxNy coating. Simone Plong et. al. studied effect of 
layer thickness and O2:HMDSN (x:1) gas mixture ratio on the water vapor transmission 
rate and oxygen permeation, while obtained the reduction of the O2 permeation by more 
than two orders of magnitude with only 100nm thick film [101]. Recently also DLC 
layers are studied for application as gas barriers [102]. 

Other application of gas barriers e.g. is in liquid crystal display manufacturing, where 
the water vapor transmission rate (WVTR) is very important parameter. WU Cheng-
Yang et. al. investigated SiOx films from TMS precursor with the MOCON detection 
limit (<1 × 10− 2 g/m2/day), which allows to use this films for flexible and thin optoelec-
tronic devices [103]. 

In recent decades investigation of a-SiC:H and a-SiCO:H  alloys for application as 
surface corrosion or abrasion protection was started. S. Guruvenket et. al. studied the 
corrosion resistance of a-SiC:H layer, prepared from mixture of silane and methane ob-
taining that with increasing carbon content enhanced mechanical performance obtain, 
but also when Si/C ratio is about 1 layer delaminates from steal and titan substrates easi-
ly [104]. 
 

Intensive development on interlayers in polymer composites is currently being at Fac-
ulty of chemistry, Brno university of technology under leadership of Prof. RNDr. Vla-
dimír Čech PhD. Simplified the research leads to development of composite “without” 
sharp interface between glass fibers and polymer matrix. That can be assumed by prepa-
ration of multilayer interface with glass-like properties at one side and polymer-like 
properties at second side [105], [106], [107]. 
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3 OBJECTIVE 
This diploma thesis has the task to monitor contemporary research in the field of 

plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) processed plasma polymer thin 
films. In experimental part of this thesis will be prepared a-SiC:H and a-SiOC:H alloys 
samples produced by PECVD process from tetravinylsilane monomer and its mixtures 
with argon and oxygen gas at different effective powers under pulsed plasma. Deposited 
films were investigated by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, Fourier transform infrared 
spectroscopy, spectroscopic ellipsometry, and nanoindentation to observe their chemi-
cal, optical and mechanical properties as a function of deposition conditions. Steps with 
have to be accomplished are following. 

 
1. Background research of PECVD process and analytical methods for chemical, 

mechanical and optical analysis of plasma polymer thin films 
2. Completion of the material base and used technology 
3. Deposition of thin films at planar silicon wafer substrates 
4. Characterization of chemical, optical and mechanical properties of deposited 

thin films 
5. Investigation of thin film properties as a function of deposition conditions. 
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4 EXPERIMENTAL PART 

4.1 Materials and its properties 

4.1.1 Monomer and auxiliary gases  
For reactive gas mixing only one monomer was used. This monomer was Tetravi-

nylsilane ( )8 12C H Si, CAS: 1112-55-6  with purity 97%, fabricated by SIGMA-

ALDRICH Co. Main properties are described by following table Tab. 1. As auxiliary 
gases for reactive gas mixing Oxygen 99,995%  purity (4.5) and Argon  99,999% purity 
(5.0) from Linde Gas a.s. was used.  

Tab. 1: Characteristic properties of Tetravinylsilane monomer [108] 

Characteristic property Value 
Purity (GC) 96,50% 
Density 0.8 g·dm-3 
Index of refraaction n20/D 1.461 
Boiling point 130-131°C 
CAS number 1112-55-6 
Molecular mass 136.27 

4.1.2 Substrates 
As substrate was selected both side polished, Boron doped (P type), 100 orientated   

Silicon wafer with thickness 625 15 µm± produced by ON-SEMICONDUCTOR s.r.o. 
company, department Rožnov pod Radhoštěm, primary for its IR transparence.  

 

 

Fig. 15: Loading silicon wafer sample to sample holder 
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4.2 Instrumentation 

Deposition apparatus (called A3, picture Fig. 16) was designed for PECVD process 
with capacitive coupled plasma. Whole apparatus was constructed as High-vacuum 
(HV) system composed from cylindrical reactor ( )DN250, 250 mmh =  chamber with 

by valve separable load-lock, connected analytical equipment, pumping system and 
support piping constructed almost from stainless steel. Reactor chamber and piping are 
equipped by CF (ConFlat) flanges sealed by Copper gaskets, KF (Klein Flansche) 
flanges sealed by fluoropolymer elastomer o-ring seals or ISO-K and ISO-F flanges also 
sealed by fluoropolymer elastomer o-ring seals. 

 

Fig. 16: Overall view to apparatus A3 

The reactor is equipped inside with two plan-parallel electrodes. Bottom electrode 
(RF life) is made from copper OFHC (Oxygen Free High Conductivity) and have diam-
eter 115 0.5±  mm. Construction of this electrode is based on T-slots equipped copper 
upper part (Fig. 17), which enables to insert up to 6 sample holders and secure it in very 
precise position, separated by aluminum oxide ceramics ring from the electrical ground-
ed neighborhood components of reactor. Upper electrode is constructed as gas shower 
from stainless steel and it is electrically grounded (connected to reactor chamber). Di-
ameter of this electrode is very same to the bottom one.  

Removing or inserting samples is realized under high vacuum by magnetic linear 
drive manipulator from (or to respectively) the separately evacuated load-lock chamber 
with ability to store 12 sample holders (2 full batches).  

Reactor chamber is equipped by flexible glass isolated heating cables, which allows to 
bakeout reactor chamber up to 120 C° . Bottom electrode is prepared for heating by 
electrically non-conductive media up to 300 C°  and cooling up to 100 C− ° .   
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Fig. 17: Photo of electrodes during deposition (below rotational electrode with sample holders) 

4.2.1 Pumping system and pressure settings 
Pumping system of A3 aperture is composed from vacuum sources and piping be-

tween reactor and pumps with regulation valves.  
As the vacuum sources a turbomolecular pump (TMU 261 P, Pfeiffer Vacuum, pump-

ing speed 3 1170dm s−⋅ , rotating velocity 60,000 RPM) with a dry scroll pump (TriScroll 
300, Varian, pumping speed 3 13.5 5 dm s−− ⋅ ), serving the fore-vacuum  for turbomo-
lecular pump as the first stage,  are used. For increase pumping speed and decrease wa-
ter vapor content in reactor liquid nitrogen (LN2) cooled trap may be used. Pumping 
system was designed to attainment vacuum level basic pressure in order to 610 Pa− . 

 

 

Fig. 18: Photo of Pfeiffer turbomolecular pump and T piece, where Pumping ways I and II 
combines. 
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Piping of around the reactor is mainly divided to two parallel ways (at schema at-
tached to this document as attachment 1 marked as I and II). First is high pumping per-
formance and pumping throughput direct pumping way (marked I), which is used for 
preparation aperture to basic vaccum. Second way (marked II) is designed as process 
pumping way, which is used for pumping of waste and process gas, when the deposition 
occurs, or when for other reasons, reactor have to been pressurized. In this way regula-
tion butterfly valve (marked as valve 8) is installed, which propose settings of pumping 
velocity by reducing the piping cross-section. In this sections other valves are installed 
it function describes following numbered list (number in this list corresponds with 
number of valve in schema at attachment 1). 

1. Valve is pneumatically actuated, normally closed, angle valve. Valve is designed 
for turbomolecular pump separation from primary pump. 

2. Valve is pneumatically actuated, normally closed, gate valve designed for inter-
ruption of I pumping way.  

3. Valve is pneumatically actuated, normally closed, gate valve designed for inter-
ruption of II pumping way at the pumps side.  

4. Valve is pneumatically actuated, double operated, gate valve designed for inter-
ruption of II pumping way at the reactor side.  

5. Valve is pneumatically actuated, normally closed, angle valve. Valve is used only 
when turbomolecular pump is stopped for direct connection of primary pump to II 
pumping way. 

6. Valve is pneumatically actuated, normally closed, angle valve. Valve is used for 
connection of manipulator and load-lock section to primary pump.  

7. Valve is manually operated gate valve and separates load lock chamber from the 
main deposition chamber. Opened is only when samples are moved from or to 
load-lock or when the reactor chamber is vented.  

8. Valve is previously mentioned motorized butterfly valve with electronics, which 
allows to set its position to 100,000 different position at angle of rotation 90° . 

9. Valve is electromagnetic solenoid valve DN25, which is connected to source of 
dry air and which is used for venting whole reactor chamber or venting the load-
lock system. 

10. Valve is manually operated gate valve and separates mass spectrometer assembly 
from the reactor chamber. Mainly used when the vacuum chamber is vented.  

11. Valve is electro-pneumatically actuated, normally closed, angle valve. Valve is 
used as breaker valve for hydrocarbon sensitive vacuum measurement sensors 
(marked as M2 and M3) 

12. Valve is electro-pneumatically actuated, normally closed, angle valve. Valve is 
used as breaker valve for capacitance sensor valve (marked M7). 

13. Valve is inline pneumatically actuated membrane valve, which is used as breaker 
valve for separation of vacuum system from mass flow controller of oxygen gas. 
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14. Valve is inline pneumatically actuated membrane valve, which is used as breaker 
valve for separation of vacuum system from second mass flow controller of oxy-
gen gas. 

15. Valve is inline pneumatically actuated membrane valve, which is used as breaker 
valve for separation of vacuum system from second mass flow controller of argon 
gas. 

16. Valve is inline pneumatically actuated membrane valve, which is used as breaker 
valve for separation of vacuum system from second mass flow controller of mon-
omer vapor. 

Exact configuration of valves trough processes on aperture A3 is described later in 
chapter 5.3. 

 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 19: Detail photo of regulation valve (number 8)  
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4.2.2 Vacuum measurement  
For knowledge of actual conditions in reactor and main support parts the vacuum 

measurement sensors are installed. At the schema of vacuum components (attachment 
1) are sensors marked by prefix V. Function and basic description of these sensors rep-
resents following number list. 

1. Sensor V1 is “full-range” sensor Pfeiffer vacuum PKR 261 with measurement 
range 7 55 10 10 Pa−⋅ − . Internal construction is combination of Piranni and Pen-
ning type of sensor. Sensor is used for monitoring of pressure in T-shape piece 
(point of combination of I and II pumping way) before turbomolecularpump. 

2. Sensor V2 is “full-range” sensor Pfeiffer vacuum PKR 261 with measurement 
range 7 55 10 10 Pa−⋅ − . Sensor is used for monitoring of pressure in the reactor. 

3. Sensor V3 is “full-range” sensor Pfeiffer vacuum TPR 261 with measurement 
range 2 55 10 10 Pa−⋅ − . Sensor is used for monitoring of pressure in the reactor. 

4. Sensor V4 is “full-range” sensor Pfeiffer vacuum PKR 261 with measurement 
range 7 55 10 10 Pa−⋅ − . Sensor is used for monitoring of pressure in the LN2 
cooled trap and also for monitoring of pressure in whole II pumping way. 

 
5. Sensor V5 is “full-range” sensor Pfeiffer vacuum PKR 261 with measurement 

range 7 55 10 10 Pa−⋅ − . Sensor is used for monitoring of pressure in the manipula-
tor and load-lock section. 

6. Sensor is not equipped. 
7. Sensor V7 is capacitance sensor Leybold Vacuum CTR 91 with aluminum oxide 

membrane. Measurement range is 30.01 10 Pa− absolute pressure. This sensor is 
one of most important sensor equipped on the equipment, because it is sensor by 
its value the reactor pressure trough the deposition is set.  

8. Sensor V8 is capacitance sensor Leybold Vacuum CTR 91 with stainless steel 
membrane. Measurement range is 30.01 10 Pa− absolute pressure. This sensor is 
used for monitoring of monomer vapor pressure.  

The Pfeiffer sensors are connected to the Pfeiffer TPG 256 A controller, which trans-
forms the analog signal 0 10 V−  to the digital transmissible value, which may be 
readout by RS232 or RS485 buses. Also the Leybold Vacuum sensors are connected to 
Leybold Capacitron DM22 Controller, which offers RS232 communication bus. This is 
important to readout the values and control it from computer (chapter 5.2.6) or other 
control system like industrial PLC, PXI etc.  
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4.2.3 Reactive gas mixing 
Because the PECVD process is very sensitive to flow and pressure of the species to 

the plasma zone, the flow has to be precisely regulated and monitored. At the A3 
equipment four of the mass flow controllers with the heat conductivity measurement are 
used.  

For high-pressure gases (oxygen and argon) two of the F-201AV series from Bronk-
horst inc. controllers, with flow setting between 2 100 sccm−  are installed. For more 
precisely dosing of oxygen the F-201CV series from Bronkhorst inc. controllers, with 
flow setting between 0.001 3.000 sccm−  is equipped.  

For the monomer flow control, because of its very low overpressure to the reactor 
pressure, the other type of mass flow controller (MFC) has to been used. The Series 
F-101D from Bronkhorst inc. company was used with flow rate settings 
0.01 100.00 sccm− . Because the flow controllers are not able to control flow rate of 
special gases by the factory default table it must be recalibrated. Most easily way how 
to do it is establishment of real monomer flow to the setup flow of reference gas (in our 
case nitrogen) calibration curve. The calibration curve may be most easily made by 
measuring the pressure increase in enclosure chamber with constant flow of gas. Folow-
ing equation describes this problem for the A3 reactor chamber. Second way is calcula-
tion of MFC internal constant which deals relationship between heat capacity of gas, its 
pressure and flow.  

  
76 10 ,

101325 V

dpF V
dt

⋅ ⎛ ⎞= ⋅ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 {19} 

Where ( )sccmF  is the real monomer flow rate, ( )3V m  is defined as apparatus vo-

lume  (in the case of the apparatus A3 it is 315.7 dm ) and ( )1
V

dp Pa s
dt

−⎛ ⎞ ⋅⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 is the angu-

lar coefficient of pressure growth at constant volume. 
All of used MFCs are digitally driven using Flowbus industrial bus based on RS485 

standart. For communication with superordinate system the translation to RS232 com-
munication is used.For increase the gas mix homogeneity the static mixer (Fig. 20) was 
equipped to the central gas flow way. Gas mixer is composed from CF16 full-nipple and 
two reducing flanges CF16 – ¼ VCR as the body. Currently as the mixing barriers the 
stainless steel wool is used.  
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Fig. 20: Photo of compact static gas mixer  

4.2.4 Plasma generation 
At the A3 equipment the capacitively coupled RF plasma is used. For its generation 

the RF generator Ceasar 1310 from Advanced Energy Company is used. This 
13.56 MHz  RF generator deals the settings of forward power 1 1000 W−  , maximum 
bias of 4000 Vand deals internal pulsing ability by pulse width modulation (PWM). 
The PWM frequency can be set in range 1Hz 100kHz− with duty cycle time ( )offt in 

range 1% 99%−  of run time ( )ont . When the pulsing mode is used, variable, which 

defines power for comparison with continual mode, is Effective power. Effective power 
effP   is defined by following equation 19. 

 on
eff

on off

tP P
t t

= ⋅
+

, {20} 

where ont is variable defining time when generator supplies power, offt is time of duty 
cycle and P is nominal power. 

The RF generator is not able to deal power to non-resonance system (like is radio an-
tenna), because the reflected power (losses mostly caused by thermal losses) is too high. 
To secure the resonance of system, the matching network may be used. On A3 equip-
ment the VM1000 Digital matching network from Advanced energy is used. Used 
matching network is essentially LC matching network (schema at Fig. 21) with pre-
settable induction solenoid type coil and two stepping motors driven variable capacitors 
(one in series with coil and second in parallel). Matching network is able to set capaci-
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tor values automatically (continual mode of power supply only) or manually by operator 
settings (when pulsing mode is used) to obtain minimal reflected power. 

 

 

Fig. 21: Schema of LC matching network used at A3 apparatus 

4.2.5  Deposition control system 
The PECVD process is really sensitive to setup of conditions; therefore the scientific 

research in this area must take care of right measurement and settings of these condi-
tions to earn reliable, accuracy and repeatable results. Because of that reason the appa-
ratus A3 is almost fully controllable from operating computer. For controlling the pro-
cess the bespoke software called A3_controler was made.  

 

 

Fig. 22: Screenshot from A3 controller software during pumping of apparatus (pumping ways I 
and II are opened) 
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A3_controler software allows controlling almost every component of the apparatus 
using digital communications with components (e.g. RS 232) or using digital signals 
produced by special card. For process control the A3 controller allows to operate all 
pneumatically operated valves (in exclusion of valves 11 and 12, which was added 
freshly and have not yet been connected), by communication sets the Butterfly valve 
(Valve 8) positions and sets the parameters for the RF generator and Matching network. 
Software is also able to readout all sensors, which are actually equipped on aparatus, 
readout the temperature probes and set the bakeout temperatures. By special procedure 
the software is able to setup working pressure in reactor by setting off flow to the MFCs 
and by regulation of butterfly valve position. Other very commonly used feature of 
A3_controler is data logging of deposition pressure, RF power, reflected power and 
flows of gases, which may be later used for reverse analysis. Typical screen for operator 
during pumping deposition is shown by Fig. 22. 

In emergency case, or when special condition occurs, the A3_controler may be by-
passed by manually control panel placed directly on apparatus. This panel is shown on 
figure Fig. 23. 

 

 

Fig. 23: User control panel of A3 apparatus used for manual control of valves 

System is prepared for exchange of in present used control software by industrial 
standard one. 
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4.2.6 Attached analytical equipment 

 Mass spectrometer  4.2.6.1
The apparatus is also equipped with mass spectrometer HAL 511/3F from Hiden Ana-

lytical Company (figure Fig. 24). At the apparatus A3 the mass spectrometer (MS) is 
employed for three different applications. First application is usage the MS for analysis 
of background of reactor, second is analysis of deposition conditions (fragments, spe-
cies) and third is usage as Helium leak detector. 

Equipped mass spectrometer is designed for work with cooperation of high vacuum 
system. For this reason the vacuum part of this machine is designed to ability for intake 
of sample gas by pressure gradient. MS is evacuated by turbomolecular pump TMU 
071P (Pfeiffer Vacuum Company, pumping velocity 3 160dm s−⋅ , limit pressure 

81 10 Pa−⋅ , 90,000 RPM) with backing rotatory oil vane pump (DUO 2.5 from Pfeiffer 
Vacuum Company) with pumping velocity 3 10.78dm s−⋅  and limit pressure 15 10 Pa−⋅ . 
Pressure is monitored by Penning type IKR 251 sensor from Pfeiffer Company, which 
is important to secure data for internal fuses and trip situations to prevent MS destruc-
tion.  
 

 

Fig. 24: Overall view to mass spectrometer equipped on apparatus A3. From left the RGA valve 
(HPR 30), probes section with triple quadrupole and detector electronic section (Black 
box) 

The inlet part (factory marked as HPR 30 inlet assembly) of the spectrometer is com-
posed by two pneumatically actuated valves and connected the sampling tube. The slit, 
which is located at the end of the sampling tube, ensures the pressure reduction to pres-
sure, where the MS can operate. Using inlet valves part the MS can work in following 
regimes: 

1. Regime “STAND BY” (STB). The spectrometer inlet is closed and only internal 
background gases are analyzed. This prevent fake signals in measurement of re-
sidual gas or sample process gas. 
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2. Regime “SAMPLE PROCESS GAS” (SPG). The spectrometer is opened to reac-
tor using slit at the end of sample tube for pressure reduction. By selecting slit 
size 0.05, 0.20 and 0.75 mm, the intake pressures can be respectively max. 
133.2, 6.67 and 0.67 Pa.  

3. Regime “RESIDUAL GAS” (RGA). This regime is designed to sample gases 
from UHV to max. pressure 37 10 Pa−⋅ . This regime mainly usage is for analysis 
of background of the reactor (residual gases, water content) or for usage the MS 
as helium leakage detector.  

Incoming gases from the sample tube are ionized by electron impact ionizer and elec-
trostatically accelerated to the analyzer. Analyzer of described spectrometer is triple 
quadrupole type (3F). First and Third quadrupoles are used as filters with RF current 
only; second is analyzing using RF and DC current. This configuration provides very 
good resolution for heavier samples and long term stability given by first filter.  

Detection of partial pressure is realized by one of two equipped detectors. First detec-
tor is Faraday cage with partial pressure range 12 31 10 1 10 Pa− −⋅ − ⋅  equipped in particle 
flight axe and second the Single Chanell Electron Multiplayer (SCEM, SEM) 

10 21 10 1 10 Pa− −⋅ − ⋅ . Whole spectrometer is operated from PC using special software 
MasSoft from Hiden analytical.  

Settings of parameters of MS are automatic, but user modifiable. Our equipped ver-
sion is able to monitor species up to 510 amu with sensitivity 100% to 5 ppb. 

 Spectroscopic ellipsometer  4.2.6.2
Apparatus A3 is equipped with phase modulated spectroscopic ellipsometer 

UVISEL® from HORIBA Jobin-Yvon Company. The ellipsometer consist of a light 
source module, a analyzer module, a modulator module, two detectors modules and 
control computer with server application.  

The analyzer and monochromator modules (figure Fig. 25) are installed directly to re-
actor chamber with fixed angle between them to angle of incidence AOI 70= ° . Princi-
ple of this reflection ellipsometer is based on light transmission (given by light source 
module) through analyzer module (using factory designation, physicaly it is just polar-
izer section) and its polarizing filter to the sample, where interacts with sample layers 
and reflects to the modulator module and from there to the one of detectors. As the light 
source the 75W Xe lamp is used. Connection between the analyzer and light source is 
realized by optical fibers. The analyzer has equipped earlier mentioned polarizing filter, 
which is rotated by stepping motor to user required position ( )45 90− °− ° . Same system 

of rotation able polarizing filter is installed in the modulator section, but between the 
sample and second (analyzing) polarizer is located the photo-elastic modulator (PEM), 
which sets the modulation angle by oscillation on selected frequency. At the optical end 
of the modulator section is placed the fiber switching unit, which is used for selecting 
used detector.  
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Selection of detector type depends on requirement analysis. When the sample is not 
changing with time and high levels of reliability, accuracy and repeatability is required 
the monochromator analyzer detector unit FUV 200 is used. This type of detector con-
sist from an optical grating positioned by stepping motor, which allows to measure all 
wavelengths one-by-one and photomultiplier tube for detection. This measurement in 
basic mode takes about 20 minutes, which is really long time for kinetic and in deposi-
tion process measurement. For this type of measurements the Multi-wavelength detector 
module is used. This type of detection module consists from 32 photomultiplier tubes 
and optical grating, which splits the light to the photomultipliers. With decreased 
scan-scan speed, this detector module can obtain 64 signal points using change the AOI 
of light to the grating which changes the wavelengths measured by photomultipliers. 

 

Fig. 25: Detail photo of analyzer module (left side) and modulator module (right side) of 
Uvisel spectroscopic ellipsometer. 

Signal delivered from detector is acquired by controller computer with server applica-
tion, where preprocessing of measured data occurs. Preprocessed data are sent to the 
client computer with DeltaPsi2 software.  DeltaPsi2 software (screenshot at Fig. 26) 
allows to control the acquisition same as allows to evaluate the measured data.  Evalua-
tion of spectroscopic data is based on fitting mathematical model of expected material, 
which is almost based on real material measurements. The model may be also created, 
but it is really complicated matter requiring intensive knowledge in ellipsometry.  
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Fig. 26: Screenshot from DeltaPsi2 software showing after sample fitting results. 

4.3 Deposition of PP thin films 

4.3.1 Deposition conditions 

 Pre-deposition conditions 4.3.1.1
Deposition conditions and its substantiation, described below, were obtained by col-

leges previously worked at this apparatus [109], [110], [111] through its usage for thin 
film deposition or support analysis.  

For preparation of reliable and repeatable samples the environment in aparature has to 
be very strictly monitored. As the upper level of critical pressure value, which is select-
ed as the cleanness representing value, was set to 55 10 Pa−⋅ . It was expected, that this 
level of pressure is sufficiently distanced from deposition conditions and the back-
ground of the reactor does not have significant influence to deposition conditions.  

If the vacuum level does not reach the absolute maximum pre-deposition pressure, the 
reason why was checked by mass spectroscopy analysis. If the obtained reason was wa-
ter content the vacuum chamber was heated up to 110 C°  for at least 8 hours, to forcibly 
desorption of water from reactor chamber and piping. If the higher level of pressure 
does not be reasoned by water content, the mass spectrometer was configured to regime 
of helium leakage detection and apparatus was selectively rinsed by helium. In the area 
of leak the helium was sucked into apparatus and mass spectrometer registered the heli-
um peak. 
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If the apparatus is newly cleaned, first deposition is just for preparation the environ-
ment of reactor to prevent the influence of other materials in reactor. Typically the 25W 
continual deposition to 500 nm thick film of 3.8 sccm flowing TVS is used. Thickness 
of this probationary film was measured same as optical constants using spectroscopic 
ellipsometry, which gives us information if any change in technology between cleanings 
was made. 

 

 Selected deposition conditions 4.3.1.2
For deposition of the thin film samples commented in following chapters following 

settings represented by Tab. 2 – 4 was selected. First table Tab.2 shows setting for ref-
erence samples prepared from Tetravinylsilane plasma only. 

Tab. 2: Table of selected configuration for preparation of reference TVS only samples 

Series  
designation 

Sample 
number 

RF Power settings Flows of gasses Pressure 
Peff  P  ton toff O2 Ar TVS  p7 
[W] [W] [ms] [ms] [sccm] [sccm] [sccm] [Pa] 

TVS_only 

A3342 250 500 1 1   
 

3,87 2,7 
A3343 150 300 1 1   

 
3,87 2,7 

A3344 75 300 1 3   
 

3,87 2,7 
A3345 25 200 1 7   

 
3,87 2,7 

A3346 10 50 1 4   
 

3,87 2,7 
A3347 2 10 1 4     3,87 2,7 

 
Table Tab. 3 shows the configuration for samples prepared with argon to TVS and oxy-
gen to TVS mixtures. Samples with 1)  mark in table Tab. 3 are samples obtained from 
probationary series. 
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Tab. 3: Table describing selected deposition conditions for samples preparation 
 

Series  
designation 

Sample 
number 

RF Power settings Flows of gasses Pres-
sure  

Peff  P  ton toff O2 Ar TVS  p7 
[W] [W] [ms] [ms] [sccm] [sccm] [sccm] [Pa] 

TVS_13.7_Ar_2.2 

A3349 250 500 1 1   2,2 1,84 2,7 
A3350 150 300 1 1   2,2 1,84 2,7 
A3351 75 300 1 3   2,2 1,84 2,7 
A3352 25 200 1 7   2,2 1,84 2,7 
A3353 10 50 1 4   2,2 1,84 2,7 
A3354 2 10 1 4   2,2 1,84 2,7 

TVS_6.0_Ar_3.0 

A3356 250 500 1 1   3,0 0,82 2,7 
A3357 150 300 1 1   3,0 0,82 2,7 
A3359 75 300 1 3   3,0 0,82 2,7 
A3360 25 200 1 7   3,0 0,82 2,7 
A3361 10 50 1 4   3,0 0,82 2,7 
A3362 2 10 1 4   3,0 0,82 2,7 

TVS_2.2_Ar_3.5 

A3328 250 500 1 1   3,5 0,32 2,7 
A3329 150 300 1 1   3,5 0,32 2,7 
A3331 75 300 1 3   3,5 0,32 2,7 
A3332 25 200 1 7   3,5 0,32 2,7 
A3333 10 50 1 4   3,5 0,32 2,7 
A3334 2 10 1 4   3,5 0,32 2,7 

TVS_13.7_O2_2.2 

A33141) 250 500 1 1 2,2  1,84 2,7 
A33151) 150 300 1 1 2,2  1,84 2,7 
A33161) 75 300 1 3 2,2  1,84 2,7 
A33171) 25 200 1 7 2,2  1,84 2,7 
A33181) 10 50 1 4 2,2  1,84 2,7 
A33191) 2 10 1 4 2,2  1,84 2,7 

TVS_6.0_O2_3.0 

A3363 250 500 1 1 3,0  0,82 2,7 
A3364 150 300 1 1 3,0  0,82 2,7 
A3366 75 300 1 3 3,0  0,82 2,7 
A3365 25 200 1 7 3,0  0,82 2,7 
A3368 10 50 1 4 3,0  0,82 2,7 
A3369 2 10 1 4 3,0  0,82 2,7 

TVS_2.2_O2_3.5 

A33261) 250 500 1 1 3,5  0,32 2,7 
A3338 150 300 1 1 3,5  0,32 2,7 
A3336 75 300 1 3 3,5  0,32 2,7 
A3337 25 200 1 7 3,5  0,32 2,7 
A3339 10 50 1 4 3,5  0,32 2,7 
A3340 2 10 1 4 3,5  0,32 2,7 

By 1) symbol is marekered samples with was only from probationary series 
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4.3.2 Deposition process way 
Following numbered list paragraph describes way how to the samples are prepared. 

Process way assumes that the vacuum chamber is evacuated to basic vacuum.  
 

1. First step is loading the cleaned silicon wafers to cleaned sample holders (refer 
to chapter 5.3.3) 

2. Second step is loading prepared samples to load lock. Load lock is during load-
ing samples vented. To prevent very long time pumping and contamination of 
reactor chamber, the load lock is vented for as short time as possible using dry 
air. To prevent troubles caused by dust etc. the samples are using helium source 
rinsed. Earlier prepared samples are removed from load-lock and from their 
sample holders.  

3. In this step load-lock section is evacuated. Evacuating of load lock is processed 
by closing the valve 1 to prevent pressurizing of primary vacuum section under 
turbomolecular pump, which can cause destruction of turbomolecular pump and 
opening of valve 6. Valves are switched back after pressure in load-lock section 
decreases below 5 Pa. 

4. Next step is concentrated to exchange of sample holders with prepared samples 
in electrode by new one in load-lock. To balance pressures in reactor and load 
lock the Valve 7 is very slowly opened. After it, the sample holders may be, us-
ing magnetic linear drive manipulator, moved from or to load-lock. If these 
samples are too fresh (less old than 12 hours from deposition) the valve 7 is 
opened and basic vacuum is obtained in load-lock section too.  

5. Next step is preparation deposition. If the valve 7 was opened it has to be closed 
now. Reactor chamber is evacuated to basic pressure and residual gas is con-
troled by MS.  

6. If are conditions in reactor sufficient, the activation of sample surface may oc-
curs.  To clean and activate the sample surface for deposition of thin films the 
argon plasma treatment is used. Plasma is generated to reactor filed by dosed Ar 
gas with flow 10 sccm and 5W of RF forward power in continual regime and 
matching network was setup to automatic mode. Pressure in the reactor was reg-
ulated before supplying power, to value 5.7 Pa  by closing pumping way I by 
closing valve 2 and setting position of regulation valve 8. Argon treatment plas-
ma is activated for 10 minutes.  

7. After plasma treatment the Ar flow is stopped and reactor is evacuated. Valve 2 
is reopened and reactor is evacuated to as high as possible vacuum in maximally 
10 minutes long cycle.  
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8. Next step is deposition of sample thin film. Valve 2 is closed, Valve 11 is closed 
to prevent destruction of vacuum sensors and flow of gases is set to required 
values. Using valve 8 the pressure is set to value 5.7 Pa ,  RF generator is preset 
to required values (usually: internal pulsing mode by setting ton and toff times and 
nominal power P) and if the internal pulsing is used, matching network is set to 
manual control. Deposition is started by start of supplying power from genera-
tor. Concurrently with start of supplying power from generator stopwatch is 
started and data logging is started. The deposition time directly control the final 
thickness of film. When the discharge is stable and in right configuration the MS 
spectrum using SPG regime is obtained. 

9. After deposition time expires the RF power is stopped, same as flows of gases 
and valve 2 and 8 are fully opened. Reactor is evacuated for 10 minutes to as so 
high vacuum level as possible. 

10. At the last step the reduction of free radicals occurs. To reduce free radicals at 
the surface of samples (and also everywhere in reactor) the argon flow is preset 
for one hour. Setting is same to step 6 but without discharge. 

11. After one hour the flow of argon is stopped, valves 2 and 8 are fully opened and 
reactor is evacuated. After reactor reaches sufficient vacuum level it is prepared 
for new deposition.  
 

4.3.3 Cleaning process 

 Cleaning process of samples 4.3.3.1
Silicon wafers are from fabrication very clean, but after the evacuated or inert gas 

filled storage box is opened, the wafers are directly exposed to laboratory atmosphere. 
Secondary source of contamination is achieved during the wafer cutting for sample 
holder by laser gouging and following breaking.  

Silicon wafer species of dimensions 10 10 0.6 mm× ×  are placed to technical ethanol 
95%  and let in ultrasonic bath for 30 minutes. If the cleaning process was non-
sufficient, it was repeated. After the ultrasonic cleaning the wafers was removed from 
ethanol solution and dried by vacuum drier.  
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Fig. 27: Cleaning samples by ultrasonic bath and preparation of samples to drying 

 Cleaning process of sample holders and reactor 4.3.3.2
Thin films prepared by PECVD technology are very often very hard to remove from 

surfaces of the reactor and reactor accessories because their good adhesion, very bad 
solubility and good chemical resistance. To remove these materials, almost in every 
case the mechanical removal methods are used.  

Maximum thin film thickness in A3 apparatus reactor is about 6 µm  because its die-
lectric effect. When the thickness reaches the maximum value, apparatus have to been 
stopped, vented and opened. After it the deposition reactor chamber and its internal ac-
cessory have to been cleaned by grinding using sandpapers. After grinding is completed 
the dust is removed by vacuum cleaner and residual dust is removed by cloth soaked in 
technical ethanol. Sample holders are cleaned by very same way, only dust is removed 
by compressed air.  

 

 

Fig. 28: Cleaning sample holders by sandpaper 
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4.4 Analysis of plasma discharge 

4.4.1 Plasma discharge stability measurement 
To obtain reproducible and reliable samples from PECVD process, the stability of 

plasma discharge have to be secured. To gain information about discharge stability 
many systems are used (like probes measuring plasma density etc.), but easiest way how 
to check plasma at least a rough estimate is measuring optical-emissivity response of 
plasma.  

To control plasma discharges in all used regimes, the phototransistor sense in wiring 
represented by Fig.  29 were used.  

 

Fig. 29: Schema of phototransistor sense electrical wiring  

As reference signal was used inducted current from coil attached on supply coaxial 
cable (Fig. 28) (signal is used for triggering time main signal waveform). Data was ac-
quired using HAMEG HM1507-2 (Fig.30) oscilloscope and downloaded to PC by 
SP107E software. Exported data was post-processed by Origin software. 

Fig. 30: Photo of HAMEG oscilloscope during measuring (left) and sensing coil used as refer-
ence (right) 
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4.4.2 Mass spectroscopy analysis of plasma discharge species 
Mass spectrometry of plasma species was measured by previously mentioned in-situ 

mass spectrometer HAL 511/3F with following configuration using SPG mode of 
measurement. 

Tab. 4: Parameters, which was setup for mass spectra measurement 

Parameter Value 
Range 1-150 amu 
Resolution 0.2 amu 
Used detector Faraday 
Emission current  1000 µA 
Ionizing energy  70 eV 
Tension of ionizing source  3 V 
Dwell time Auto (100%) 
Settle time Auto (100%) 

 
Obtained spectra was exported from MasSoft software and post-processed by Origin 

software. 
 

4.5 Analysis of prepared PP thin films 

4.5.1 Chemical composition (FTIR) 
To obtain information about chemical composition of prepared samples, the FTIR 

spectrometry was used.  
FTIR spectra was measured by Vertex 80v FTIR spectrometer from Bruker Corpora-

tion. This spectrometer is constructed as one beam FTIR with evacuate-able body. Vac-
uum in FTIR body is dealing defined environment during measurement and also re-
moved influence of residual water vapor and carbon dioxide. To remove problem with 
time consumptive evacuating during every measurement the sample compartment sec-
tion is vented and evacuated separately. As accessory the Transmission module, Real 
transmission module A480/8 (Fig. 31) and Miracle® ATR module with diamond crystal 
were used.  
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Fig. 31: Photo of Real transmission module A480/8 

 
The spectrometer was evacuated at least 1 hour before first measurement with re-

quired accessory and, if it was used, also sample holder, inside the sample compartment. 
After the spectrometer reached the sufficient vacuum level (vacuum level at least 120 
Pa) the background measurement was made. For background measurement the 256 
scans were used. After the measurement of background was completed the sample com-
partment was vented and sample was loaded. Sample compartment was evacuated to at 
least 120 Pa and after it, the acquisition of sample was started. Sample was measured 
for 256 scans. Almost for every sample the resolution was set to 12 cm− . 
 

For measuring of high reflectively samples as was the silicon substrates and films on 
them, the real transmission module was used. Real transmission module is composed 
from set of mirrors and edge in center of incoming signal. All reflected signal is cut off 
by this edge. This process removes from signal interference with incoming signal, 
which causes fake intensities of bands. For analyze of liquid Tetravinylsilane the ATR 
module was used. Standard transmission module will not be satisfactorily reliable. 

4.5.2 Optical properties and thickness (ELL) 
Optical properties of the sample same as their thickness was obtained by previously 

mentioned spectroscopic ellipsometer Uvisel from Horiba Jobin Yvon company. Ellip-
someter is phase-modulated, so modulator and analyzer are fixed in the known posi-
tions.  

For measuring of samples later described in this work, the configuration was set on 
modulator 0M = ° , analyzer 45A = + ° , range of wavelengths to measurement at FUV 
monochromator detector (250 830) nm− , with step 2 nm . Before every measurement 
the analyzer and modulator motor position was calibrated. Because the electrode is not 
absolutely uniform, and sample holders cannot secure absolutely right position of sam-
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ple, the angle of incidence (AOI) has to be mathematically calculated. The real value of 
AOI could be 69 72 .− °   

For optical and physical constants the Tauc-Lorentz model was chosen because it is 
suitable for amorphous materials.  

Part of samples was because of ellipsometer malfunction measured by ex-situ ellip-
someters Horiba scientific Uvisel 2 at Department of Chemistry, Brno University of 
Technology operated by Ing. Veronika Schmiedová and by spectral ellipsometer with 
rotating analyzer Wollam VASE at University of Pardubice operated by Mgr. Jan Mis-
trík, Ph.D. 

4.5.3 Elementary composition of surface (XPS) 
The elementary composition (C, Si, O) of the surface region of the deposited thin 

films was determined by XPS on an ADES 400 (VG Scientific U.K.) photoelectron 
spectrometer at institute of  Physics of Acedemy, Sciences of Czech republic operated 
by RNDr. Josef Zemek, CSc.   

For the measurement, the MgKα (1253.6 eV) photon beams,  normal emission angle, 
twin anode X-ray source with the standard Al/Mg anodes and a rotational hemispherical 
energy analyzer were used.  

4.5.4 Mechanical properties (Nanoindentation) 
Nanoindentation was used for characterization of mechanical properties of pre-

pared thin films. The measurement was realized by Ing. Erik Pálesch from Brno Univer-
sity of Technology, Department of chemistry at 2D TriboScope (Hysitron) system at-
tached to an NTegra Prima Scanning Probe Microscope (NM-MDT, Russia).  

For measurement, standard transducer with maximum load force approximately 
10 mN and Berkovich tip with a radius of curvature 50 nm were used. Determination of 
Young’s modulus and Hardness was realized from depth profiles made by cyclic 
nanoindentation test at 5 very different locations for each sample. The mechanical prop-
erties were obtained from every depth in depth profile (in the case of samples men-
tioned in this work maximal depth was 120 nm) and the final value was acquired from 
interpolation of linear obtained data fit to zero depth.   
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5 RESULTS AND DISCUSION 

5.1 Analysis of plasma discharge 

5.1.1 Discharge stability measurement 
Before the conditions for production series are definitively set, the probationary series 

was made. Through the deposition of this probationary series the plasma regimes was 
controlled. When the deposition plasma discharge was verified as stable, the regime was 
used for production series. Also the production series plasma was monitored and dia-
grams obtained from this production series, because this measurements has exact  con-
nection to samples commented later in this work,  are used for following paragraph.  

As the example of discharge stability measurement the figure Fig. 32 is showing typi-
cal waveform of plasma response to pulsing (PWM) mode of RF power supply.  
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Fig. 32: Graph of time dependence of plasma total light emission (Sense voltage) response to 
PWM modulation (showed as simulated ref. sig.) of supplied power. For this meas-
urement the power was set on forward power 300W and PWM frequency to 500 Hz
( )on offt ,t = 1ms  and reactive gas mixtures described in legend.  
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From the obtained data of all measurements the dependences of plasma total light 
emission (Sense voltage) response to effective value of power was constructed. These 
dependences are represented by graph on figure Fig 33.  
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Fig. 33: Graph of dependence of plasma total light emission (Sense voltage) to studied supply 
power regimes. Gas mixtures are described by legend. Note: values of total light emis-
sion of 2Weff and 10 Weff are not obtained because in was under detection level.  

 

From the dependences showed at figure Fig. 33 it can be concluded, that with in-
creasing effective power supplied to the reactor the ionization density is increasing. This 
assumption good corresponds with results obtained from mass spectrometry, because 
ionization produce increased density of electrons, which can interacts with monomer 
species and affect the higher monomer fragmentation.  

The influence of plasma total light emission (Sense voltage) response to the gas ra-
tio added to the batch mix is represented by figure Fig. 34. Graph at figure Fig. 34 
shows that in case of argon gas the optical intensity of total plasma light emission in-
creases in whole gas to monomer ratio axe. In case of oxygen, the optical emission also 
increases up to about 80% oxygen in mixture. In cases, where mixtures with oxygen 
contents is higher than 80% the total plasma light emission is decreasing. This would be 
reasoned by decreasing content of particles with weaker ionization energy levels, which 
“assists” to oxygen ionization. 
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Fig. 34: Graph of dependence plasma total light emission (Sense voltage) to the argon, respec-
tively oxygen gas to monomer ratio in mix  

5.1.2 Mass spectroscopy of plasma species 
Mass spectroscopy was used for monitoring of deposition plasma species and pr-

deposition composition of reactive gas.  
The acquired spectra was not normalized to any fragment for uses to show fragment 

to condition dependences, because it is no exact way how to consider what fragment 
intensity is constant in all mixes of gases and all power regimes. Also the vector nor-
malization will distort the measurement, because with increasing power the presence of 
high molecular fragment are decreasing and reactor pressure is changing during deposi-
tion (refer to chapter 6.2.1). Mass spectrometry was used in its basic principle as the 
selective “pressure gauge” and concentration of fragments given by spectra was as-
sumed as absolute. So the values may be influenced only by different pumping speed of 
different sizes of molecules, which can influence how much of them was intake to the 
MS. 

  Tetravinylsilane monomer MS spectra interpretation  5.1.2.1
For the following part of work is exactly high important to describe whole fragmenta-

tion process of tetravinylsilane molecule, which was take as the reference for following 
spectra and its general interpretation. 
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Study of fragmentation of tetravinylsilane molecule was made by Ing. Michal Bu-
reš during his diploma thesis measurement [109]. Interpretation was taken to this work 
because the scope of study was not focused to detailed interpretation of processes acting 
during deposition.  

At following figure Fig. 35 is detailed description of designed fragmentation process. 
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Fig. 35: Fragmentation process of tetravinylsilane molecule in electron ionization source [109] 
(author edited) 
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The molecule of tetravinylsilane has relative molecular weight 136.27. Molecular 
ion, which appears to non-ionized molecule of tetravinylsilane does not occurs in spec-
trum or only with very small intensity. More intensive and significant would be after 
hydrogen elimination fragment with / 135m z =  . Losing the ending group CH2 and after 
hydrogen overlap it arises fragment / 121m z = . 

Fragment / 135m z = by losing vinyl groups forms fragments / 109m z = , / 81m z =  
and / 55m z =  or if the hydrogen overlap occurs the / 83m z = , / 57m z =  and 
/ 31m z =  would be formed. 
Fragment / 121m z =  similarly to the previous case by losing vynil and vynilidene 

groups forms fragments / 95m z = , / 67m z =  respectively / 43m z = . Loses from big-
ger fragments produces signals with / 25m z = , / 26m z =  and / 27m z = . Also smaller 
fragment may be in plasma formed such as hydrogen with / 2m z = . 

 

 Pre-deposition reactive gas composition 5.1.2.2
For monitoring of composition gas and for earning reference data the mass spec-

trometry of pre-deposition gas mixture (with 0W of effective power) was done. All of 
given spectra was measured at same configuration of pressure reducing slit and the 
pressure settings at the reactor (given by the capacitron gauge with resolution to 
0.001 Pa). Spectra are incorporated to the following chapters 6.1.2.2 – 6.1.2.10 as refer-
ence for sample process gas spectra. 

 

 Mass spectrometry of TVS_only fragments and reference interpretation 5.1.2.3
 
Mass spectra of TVS_Only series acquired in range of effective power 0 250 W−  are 

represented by following figure Fig. 36. 
From the figure Fig. 36 may be seen, that with increasing effective power the con-

centration of fragments with higher values of /m z , which is in good agreement to the 
schema at figure Fig. 33. To increase predictive value of data from the major fragments 
was constructed dependence of them on effective power (Fig. 37). 
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Fig. 36: Mass spectra of TVS_only series plasma species distinguished by effective power  
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Fig. 37: Mass spectra of major species from TVS_only series plasma distinguished by effective 
power. Graph is stacked by Y axe. 
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Data presented by Fig. 37 is showing that the higher molecular fragments are due 

to plasma fragmented to smaller species. This trend increases with increasing power. 
Hydrogen content which is produced by recombination of atomic hydrogen formed by 
fragmentation is increasing with increasing power, which is in good agreement with 
trend of reducing content of higher molecular mass species.  Smaller fragments content 
(products of previously mentioned fragmentation process) is increasing with increasing 
effective power.  

 

 Mass spectrometry of TVS_13.7_Ar_2.0 series 5.1.2.4
Mass spectra of TVS_13.7_Ar_2.0 series acquired in range of effective power 
0 250 W−  are represented by following figure Fig. 38. Because argon gas is almost 
absolutely inert gas is not assumed any change of chemical composition of plasma spe-
cies due the chemical reaction. For the interpretation would be used same principle as in 
case of TVS_only series.  
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Fig. 38: Mass spectra of TVS_13.7_Ar_2.0 series plasma species distinguished by effective 
power  
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Figure Fig. 38 is showing that the assumption mentioned in TVS_only series discus-
sion is valid also for series with argon gas in mixture. Fragments with higher /m z  rati-
os are decreasing its content with increasing power supplied to the reactor. The main 
difference of spectra to the spectra of TVS_only series is overall lower intensity and 
then the incidence of Argon bands in spectra at / 40m z = , respectively / 20m z = . The 
influence of added argon gas mixture to the fragments composition is better showed at 
major fragments at Fig. 39. 

At figure Fig. 39 (below) is shown dependence of major plasma fragments of mono-
mer at different powers supplied to the reactor. Assumption mentioned at previous par-
agraph may be confirmed by graph at Fig. 38 because the 25 250 W−  value range of 
RF power applied to the reactor almost absolutely excludes the occurrence of fragments 
with higher / 28m z = . Most significant fragments on area from / 24m z =  to 
/ 28m z =  consider to the 10W , 25W and 75W  powers. The partial pressures of frag-

ments prepared by power higher than 75W  has decreasing trend to the effective power 
incensement, which is most significant for fragments prepared by 250W . Hydrogen 
content confirmed by / 2m z =  peaks has high slope increase trend to the effective pow-
er value.   
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Fig. 39: Mass spectra of major species from TVS_13.7_ Ar_2.0 series plasma distinguished by 
effective power. Graph is stacked by Y axe. 
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 Mass spectrometry of TVS_6.0_Ar_3.0 series 5.1.2.5
 

Mass spectra of TVS_6.0_Ar_3.0 series acquired in range of effective power 
0 250 W−  are represented by following figure Fig. 40, where it is shown dependence 
of fragment intensity to the effective power applied to the reactor.   

Assumption of decreasing content of higher molecular mass species with increased 
power is also confirmed by this series at figure Fig. 40. At graph is shown evident de-
crease of presence of species with / 28m z > , which is the most evident for powers 
larger than 2W. Insignificant is content of plasma species / 28m z >  for all powers 
larger than 25W. Reduction of content of higher molecular species is going hand in 
hand with increasing amount of hydrogen / 2m z = . The most common species belong-
ing to this series are species with / 26.2m z = , with would be assigned to the vinyl radi-
cal-ion CH CH

+
.  This particle is higher content in 10W of effective power scan and 

with increasing power is also decreasing its intensity.  
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Fig. 40: Mass spectra of major species from TVS_6.0_Ar_3.0 series plasma distinguished by 
effective power. Graph is stacked by Y axe. 
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 Mass spectrometry of TVS_2.2_Ar_3.5 series 5.1.2.6
 
Mass spectra of TVS_6.0_Ar_3.0 series acquired in range of effective power 
0 250 W−  are represented by following figure Fig. 41, where it is shown dependence 
of fragment intensity to the effective power applied to the reactor.  

From the following graph (Fig. 41) is shown that the next decrease of consistence of 
higher molecular mass fragments ( )/ 28m z >  decreases with increasing power. In this 

series with Argon content about 91.7% is content of higher molecular mass species per-
ceptible only for fragments produced by 2W of effective power (slight bands also for 
10W and 25W but almost insignificant). Interesting is also fact, that the / 26.2m z =
band is most significant for 2W sample and with increasing power has decreasing ten-
dency. Hydrogen content represented by / 2m z =  is significantly increasing with ap-
plied effective power, which it may be connected to the higher fragmentation with assis-
tance of Argon gas (electron produced by ionization). 
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Fig. 41: Mass spectra of major species from TVS_2.2_Ar_3.5 series plasma distinguished by 
effective power. Graph is stacked by Y axe. 
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 Mass spectrometry of TVS_13.7_O2_2.0 series 5.1.2.7
Mass spectra of TVS_13.7_O2_2.0 series acquired in range of effective power 
0 250 W−  are represented by following figure Fig. 42. 
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Fig. 42: Mass spectra of major species from TVS_13.7_O2_2.0 series plasma distinguished by 
effective power.  

 
As is show at figure Fig. 42 spectra of tetravinylsilane to oxygen mixtures are differ-

ent due the chemical reaction of fragment’s with oxygen. Because exact determination 
of processes taking place in the TVS/O2 plasma is really demanding and time consump-
tive only basic identification of significant bands will be commented.  

From the spectra were identified main products contributing with oxygen chemical 
reactions. With lowest value from new identified fragments is / 16m z =  atomic oxygen 
with has fundamental peak at / 32m z = . Next new identified molecule is water with 
/ 18m z = , which content is little bit surprise, because in measurement of chamber and 

mass spectrometer background does not occurs (in significant values of partial pres-
sure), so it can be assumed that part of its content is produced by chemical reaction of 
oxygen with released hydrogen atoms. Next newly identified molecule in plasma is CO2 

molecule, which is represented by significant / 43.8m z =  peak. During fragmentation 
of CO2 (but also other molecules) the fragments of molecular carbon occurs at  
/ 16m z = . Near to CO2 / 43.8m z =  peak is assumed existence of / 44.2m z =  peak, 

which may be connected to SiO +•g . This assumption would not be sufficiently con-
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firmed because the Si atomic peak would has his maxima at / 28m z = , where also exist 
fragment from TVS. Fragment with / 15m z = contributes to 3CH  molecule. 

From the graph at figure Fig. 42 is apparently that with increasing effective power 
supplied to the reactor decreases concentration of fragments with higher molecular 
mass. Better are trends for selected and characteristic peaks shown at following figure 
Fig. 43. 
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Fig. 43: Mass spectra of major species from TVS_13.7_O2_2.0 series plasma distinguished by 
effective power. Graph is stacked by Y axe. 

 
At the figure Fig. 43 is shown that with increasing effective power is exactly decreas-

ing concentration of fragments with / 28m z > , which should involves idea, that this 
trend is global and it is independent to gas mix TVS ratio. Highest content in this spec-
tra has peak with / 28.2m z = , which is different in compare to Argon mix spectra, 
where is the highest content / 26.2m z =  peak. Interesting is also fact that intensity of 
peak value is for measurement with effective power larger than 10W effective almost 
power independent. The content of carbon dioxide peak / 43.8m z =  and content of wa-
ter ( )/ 18m z =  is almost power independent too. The carbon peak is significant only for 

2W series.  
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 Mass spectrometry of TVS_6.0_ O2_3.0 series 5.1.2.8
Mass spectra of TVS_6.0_O2_3.0 series acquired in range of effective power 
0 250 W−  are represented by dependence of major fragments concentration to the ef-
fective power applied to the reactor graph at following figure Fig. 44. 
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Fig. 44: Mass spectra of major species from TVS_6.0_O2_3.0 series plasma distinguished by 
effective power. Graph is stacked by Y axe. 

 
At the figure Fig. 44 is shown that with increasing effective power is exactly decreas-

ing concentration of fragments as was previously mentioned, but with significantly 
higher slope. Higher fragments with / 28m z >  (with exlusion of / 43 44m z = −  area) 
are significant only for 2W series. The most significant peak in spectrum is peak with 
/ 28.2m z = , which is the same as in previously mentioned mixture 

(TVS_13.7_O2_2.0).  Considerable changes in compare to TVS_13.7_Ar_2.0 occurs in 
case of carbon dioxide peak / 43.8m z =  and assumpted SiO +•g  peak / 44.2m z = , which 
are significantly higher intensity with increasing trend of their intensities by increasing 
effective power. Notable is also increased water content, which would be connected to 
same trend as in case of carbon dioxide and SiO +•g . Hydrogen content is increasing with 
increasing power, but the absolute intensity is in compare to TVS_13.7_Ar_2.0 series 
decreased, which can be taken as confirmation of water in plasma forming.  
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 Mass spectrometry of TVS_2.2_ O2_3.5 series 5.1.2.9
Mass spectra of TVS_2.2_O2_3.5 series acquired in range of effective power 
0 250 W−  are represented by dependence of major fragments concentration to the ef-
fective power applied to the reactor graph at following figure Fig. 45. 
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Fig. 45: Mass spectra of major species from TVS_13.7_O2_2.0 series plasma distinguished by 
effective power. Graph is stacked by Y axe. 

 
 At figure Fig. 45 the higher mass fragments with / 28m z >  (with exclusion of 
/ 43 44m z = −  area and oxygen / 36m z = ) are insignificant for all power series. The 

most significant peak in spectrum is peak with / 28.2m z = , which is the same as in pre-
viously mentioned mixtures (TVS_6.0_O2_3.0 and TVS_13.7_O2_2.0).  Considerable 
changes in compare to TVS_6.0_O2_3.0 occurs in case of carbon dioxide peak 
/ 43.8m z =  and assumed SiO +•g  peak / 44.2m z = , which are significantly higher inten-

sity with increasing trend of their intensities by increasing effective power. Notable is 
also increased water content, which would be connected to same trend as in case of car-
bon dioxide and SiO +•g . Hydrogen content is increasing with increasing power, but the 
absolute intensity is in compare to TVS_6.0_O2_3.0 series decreased, which is in good 
agreement to the assumed water forming plasma reaction.  
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 Influence of oxygen content to major plasma species  5.1.2.10
Dependence of oxygen gas to TVS monomer ratio to the major fragments content for 

series prepared by 2W, 75W and 250W was studied. Dependences are described by 
graph at figures Fig. 46 to Fig. 48 below this paragraph. 
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Fig. 46: Influence of oxygen content to the intensity of major plasma species in series prepared 
by 2W of effective power 

Graph at figure Fig. 46 is showing influence of selected major species intensity ob-
tained by mass spectrometry to oxygen content in reactive gas mix. Graph of oxygen 
species / 32m z =  is showing that the added oxygen is not so effectively consumed by 
chemical reactions in low powers plasmas.  Trend should be confirmed by only very 
small oxygen ratio dependence of content of atomic oxygen / 16m z = peak intensity.  
With increasing oxygen content in the mix are / 26.2m z =  and / 28.2m z =  peaks up to 
52% in the mix slightly increasing, but after the 52% of oxygen is exceeded the intensi-
ties are decreasing. Higher slope of intensity loss has / 26.2m z =  peak. Hydrogen 
/ 2.2m z = , Water / 18m z = , carbon dioxide / 43.8m z = and assumed SiO +•g

/ 44.2m z =  peaks intensities are up to 80% of oxygen in the mix almost independent on 
oxygen to TVS ratio. For more 92% of the oxygen in the mix series, slight increasing 
trend of mentioned species occurs.  
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Fig. 47: Influence of oxygen content to the intensity of major plasma species in series prepared 
by 75W of effective power 

Graph at figure Fig. 47 is showing influence of selected major species prepared by 
75W of effective power intensity obtained by mass spectrometry to oxygen content in 
reactive gas mix. Graph of oxygen species / 32m z =  is showing that the added oxygen 
is acting in plasma reaction much more than in 2W case, because of its weaker oxygen 
in mix content slope. With increasing oxygen content in the mix are the / 26.2m z =  
peaks strongly decreasing its intensities. Overleaf the / 28.2m z =  are increasing its in-
tensities with oxygen content. This would be explained as change by decreasing content 
of double bond fragment / 26.2m z = and also by increasing content of carbon dioxide 
with has at / 28m z =  fragment CO+•  . Carbon dioxide / 43.8m z = , water / 18m z =
and assumed SiO +•g / 44.2m z =  are increasing with increasing oxygen in mix content. 
Hydrogen content is almost linearly decreasing with increasing oxygen content and its 
trend is just opposite to the water content. 
 

At figure Fig. 48 is showing influence of selected major species prepared by 75W of 
effective power intensity obtained by mass spectrometry to oxygen content in reactive 
gas mix. Same trend of hydrogen vs. water content as in previously mentioned 75W 
series occurs. Same trend retains for Carbon dioxide / 43.8m z =  and assumed SiO +•g

/ 44.2m z = peaks, but with much more higher intensities. Same situation of decresing 
double bond fragment / 26.2m z =  with oxygen in mix content at the expense of frag-
ment / 28.2m z =  is retained.  
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Fig. 48: Influence of oxygen content to the intensity of major plasma species in series prepared 
by 250W of effective power 
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5.2 Deposition conditions 

5.2.1 Pressure and self-bias 
During deposition, conditions in reactor are modified by reactions, which inside oc-

curs. The most significant quantities subject to change are pressure and self-bias volt-
age. Plasma electrons fragmentate the monomer (or mixes), which causes higher rela-
tive pressure than pressure, which was at setup. But when also deposition occurs the 
fragments are consumed by process of plasma polymer grow and pressure is lower than 
setup pressure.  

During the depositions, software A3_controller was used to log data of important pa-
rameters. Obtained data was processed by Origin software and analyzed. Typical graph 
obtained from deposition is shown as Fig. 49. 
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Fig. 49: Typical graph of obtained “power supply” data through deposition process. Graph 
shows forward and reflected power and self-bias 

Earned data was statistically processed by the mean value and standard deviation. 
Standard deviation was used as the error bars in graphs showed in following paragraph. 
From the processed data graphs of reactor pressure (Fig. 50) dependence and inter-
electrodes self-bias voltage (Fig. 51) on effective power was constructed.  

At graph of reaction pressure mean value during deposition is showing that the depo-
sition pressure of TVS_only series is almost constant up to 25 W of effective power. 
After the 25W of effective power value is exceeded, deposition pressure rapidly de-
creases up to 150W of effective power. Between 150 250 W−  is pressure almost con-
stant.  
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Argon series ( )TVS_13.7_Ar_2.0, TVS_6.0_Ar_3.0, TVS_2.2_Ar_3.5  reaction 

pressure showed at figure Fig. 50 is for all series almost constant or slightly decreasing 
( )TVS_13.7_Ar_2.0  with increasing effective power.  

Very different situation of reaction pressure is showed in case of oxygen series 
( )2 2 2TVS_13.7_O _2.0, TVS_6.0_O _3.0, TVS_2.2_O _3.5 , where the higher oxygen 

content series ( )2TVS_2.2_O _3.5  pressure is increasing with increasing effective pow-

er. This can be caused by formation of non-reactive compounds like carbon dioxide 
( )2CO  directly in deposition plasma. Mentioned assumption is in good agreement with 

information obtained from mass spectroscopy, where in case of oxygen series the car-
bon dioxide peak has high intensity. In case of lower content oxygen series 
( )2TVS_6.0_O _3.0  is copping the trend of higher oxygen content series, with only 

slight deviation, in case of 10 W effective power, where slight decrease of pressure oc-
curred.  Very different from the 2 2TVS_6.0_O _3.0, TVS_2.2_O _3.5 series is 

2TVS_13.7_O _2.0 series. The reaction pressure trend of this lowest oxygen content 
series is good copping decreasing trend of TVS_only series but with pressure constantly 
displaced to lower value.  

Also interesting is fact, that in all series (and with take in account the dispersion rep-
resented by error bars) between 150 250 W−  of effective power only insignificant pres-
sure change occurs.  
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Fig. 50: Graph of deposition reaction pressure mean value during deposition. Error bars are 
connected to standard deviation. 
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At Fig. 51 the dependence of self-bias to effective power value is shown. The values 
of self-bias in all series are in very same trend, showing that with increasing effective 
power the self-bias voltage also increases. Series are different between themselves only 
in slope. Highest slope has TVS_only series followed by series with lowest dilution of 
TVS monomer by reactive gas ( )TVS_13.7_Ar_2.0, TVS_13.7_O2_2.0 . Trend of de-

crease Self-bias voltage continues with other diluting ratios. 
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Fig. 51: Graph of deposition self-bias mean value during deposition. Error bars are connected 
to standard deviation. 

 
From the data showed at figure Fig. 52 results, that the self-bias voltage value is for 

powers under 25W and slightly increasing or almost constant with increasing content of 
both used gases (oxygen and argon). For both gaseous mixtures types and power 75 W 
is situation different, because after increase of self-bias voltage in range pro 0% to about 
50 % of gas content in mix, follow rapid decline. Very same situation is on oxygen mix-
ture 150W. Both 250W and 150W argon mixture has decreasing value of self-bias volt-
age in whole range of gas ratios. 
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Fig. 52: Graph dependence of deposition self-bias mean value to Argon gas (left side) and oxy-
gen gas (right side) ratio. 

 

5.2.2 Deposition rates (ELL) 
Deposition rates are one of most important parameters in thin-film processing tech-

nologies, because it is parameter which is used for setting of final thickness. In this 
work the deposition rates was obtained twice. Firstly it was obtained by probationary 
series depositions and secondly when the live series was made. Deposition speed was 
obtained by thickness obtained by ellipsometry and known deposition time. The deposi-
tion rate is defined by formula {19}.    

1
dep

dep

[ ]FTv nm s
t

−= ⋅   {21} 

Following data used in this chapter is almost from live series. Data from probation-
ary series was used primary only for setting deposition times for preparation samples of 
live series to defined thickness.   

From the graph on Fig. 53 is noticeably, that the highest deposition rates in all re-
gimes have TVS_only series. Relatively significant is fact that the deposition rate of 
TVS_only has linear increase if deposition rate up to 25W of effective power, then the 
deposition rate strongly linearly decreases. This can be explained by lower film grow 
speed for smaller fragments, which would be highly pumped out than the bigger one 
produced by lower effective powers. This decrease also may be also caused by higher 
and stronger ablation process, which is directly connected to higher self-bias voltage 
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respectively to the effective power (dependence of self-bias voltage to effective power 
was described by Fig. 55).   

In case of series with about 50% content of added argon gas to mixture  
( )TVS_13.7_Ar_2.0  the deposition rate slightly increases from 2W to 10W and from 

10W to 150W is almost constant (slight decrease of deposition rate in 75W case may be 
caused by deviation and should be corrected by higher amount of measurements). 
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Fig. 53: Graph dependence of deposition rate to effective power value for selected reactive gas 
mixtures.  

2TVS_13.7_O _2.0  series deposition rate may be interesting by decrease of deposition 
rate at 75W of effective power, which should not be satisfactory explained without 
deeply study. With neglect of previously mentioned fact the series has alike trend like 
TVS_13.7_Ar_2.0series.  

All other series has almost constant and linear dependence of deposition rate to the ef-
fective power up to 75W. With exceed of 75W of effective power the deposition rates 
decreases. Trends for series 2TVS_6.0_O _3.0 , TVS_6.0_Ar_3.0are nearly the same, 
similar situation is in 2TVS_2.2_O _3.5 , TVS_2.2_Ar_3.5case series,  which induces 
assumption, that the deposition rate trend is not strongly depending on type of gas but 
practically only on its content.  This assumption is better showed by following graph at 
picture Fig. 54, which is showing the deposition rate dependence on the gas added to the 
mixture content.  
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Fig. 54: Graph dependence of deposition rate to gas added to the mix ratio to TVS. (argon gas 
at left side and oxygen at right side) 

Because the deposition rate should be strongly depending on self-bias voltage value, 
the deposition rate on mean self-bias voltage value graph was constructed. The graph is 
represented by Fig. 53.  
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Fig. 55: Graph dependence of deposition rate to the self-bias voltage 
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5.3 Analysis of prepared thin films  

5.3.1 Optical properties (ELL) 
Optical properties of prepared thin films were studied by spectroscopic ellipsometry. 

Scope of this study was targeted to obtain information about refractive indexes (n) and 
extinction coefficients (k) of prepared samples and earn dependences of these optical 
constants to the deposition conditions (such as gas mixtures or effective power). Optical 
parameter was calculated by Tauc-Lorentz model.  

 Optical properties of TVS_only series 5.3.1.1
Characteristic optical properties of this series samples is represented by dispersion 

curves showed at following figure Fig. 56. 
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Fig. 56: Graph is showing dependence of TVS_Only series samples refractive indexes (left side) 
and extinction coefficients at the wavelength of incidence light.  

From the graph at Fig. 56 results that the refraction indexes same as extinction coeffi-
cients are for TVS_Only series increasing with increasing effective power. The increas-
ing values of characteristic indexes may be explained by increasing optical density of 
layer due to increasing density of a-SiC:H alloy. Little exclamation in this rule is at the 
refractive index of 250W effective power prepared sample, which is slightly below the 
150W. This exception occurs also in nanoindentation test (chapter 6.3.4.1), where also 
250W sample has lower mechanical properties, which may indicate the lower bond den-
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sity (crosslinking) of 250W compared to 150W prepared samples. Extinction coeffi-
cients are scaled by power from minimal values of 2W of effective power, with minima 
in the UV region to the maximal values with are belonging to the sample prepared 
250W and the minima is shifted to infra-red (IR) region. 

 Optical properties of TVS_13.7_Ar_2.0 series (52 % of argon in mixture) 5.3.1.2
Optical properties of samples belonging to the TVS_13.7_Ar_2.0 are represented by 

their dependence at wavelength (dispersion curves) graphs of following figure Fig. 57. 
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Fig. 57: Graph is showing dependence of TVS_13.7_Ar_2.0 series samples refractive indexes 
(left side) and extinction coefficients at the wavelength of incidence light.  

At Fig. 57 is shown that the influence of argon content to the optical properties of 
TVS_13.7_Ar_2.0 series is most significant for 10W and 25W sample, which are shift-
ed to the higher refractive indexes compared to TVS_only series. Same trend is shown 
at right side of the Fig. 57 in case of extinction coefficients, where also the 10W and 
25W sample are shifted nearer to the extinction coefficients of samples prepared with 
powers higher than 75W and the minima are shifted nearer to the IR region. For the 
samples prepared by effective power range 75 250W−  is refractive index lowered in 
UV region, but with maxima at the almost same values to the TVS_only series. The 
highest value of refractive index in this series was obtained for the 75W sample. The 
150W and 250W are following the dispersion curve of 75W sample but with lower 
maximal values. In case of extinction coefficient the 75 250W− are almost the same 
trend and values. In compare to the TVS_only series minimal values have lower slope 
and they are shifted deeper to the IR region.   
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 Optical properties of TVS_6.0_Ar_3.0 series (78,5% of argon in mixture) 5.3.1.3
Optical properties of samples belonging to the TVS_6.0_Ar_3.0 are represented by 

their wavelength dependence at graphs of following figure Fig. 58. 
From figure Fig. 58 (lower) is noticeable that the refractive indexes of samples pre-

pared with effective powers higher than 10W are near to themselves by its values. Sig-
nificantly different situation occurs with samples with effective power 10W and 2W 
which is lower values.  

Because from FTIR spectroscopy (chapter 6.3.2) is not noticeable any high significant 
change of chemical properties the change of refractive indexes and extinction coeffi-
cients dependence have to be caused by changed porosity or other parameter influenc-
ing optical density. Increased value of 2W series from this series in compared to the 
TVS_only and TVS_13.7_Ar_2.0  series induce idea, that the optical density and rigidi-
ty may be increased by ablation of summits of isles and produce layers with higher ri-
gidity. 
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Fig. 58: Graph is showing dependence of TVS_6.0_Ar_3.0 series samples refractive indexes 
(left side) and extinction coefficients at the wavelength of incidence light.  
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 Optical properties of TVS_2.2_Ar_3.5 series (91,6 % of argon in mixture) 5.3.1.4
Optical properties of samples belonging to the TVS_2.2_Ar_3.5 are represented by 

their wavelength dependence at graphs of following figure Fig. 59. 
From figure Fig.59 is evident, that the characteristic optical properties are not in evi-

dent trends to the effective power value. From the data may be consulted that the lowest 
refractive index has 2W series and then the exact values of it wavelength dependence is 
higher than in the previous case (TVS_6.0_Ar_3.0) and also area with highest slope is 
moved to the higher wavelengths. Also may be commented that the 10W sample have 
almost the same optical properties as 250W of TVS_only series, which may induce 
idea, that the argon to added to the mix may move the optical properties of low power 
samples to the values belonging in TVS_only to higher effective powers. To exact con-
firmation of this idea the specialized measurements have to been done, which may be 
realized by further research work. 
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Fig. 59: Graph is showing dependence of TVS_2.2_Ar_3.5 series samples refractive indexes 
(left side) and extinction coefficients at the wavelength of incidence light.  
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 Influence of effective power to optical properties Ar containing series 5.3.1.5
Because obtained data looks well trend-able, the graph of influence of effective power 

to the refractive index (Fig. 60) and extinction coefficients (Fig. 61) respectively were 
done. For the exact comparison the values belonging to wavelength 632 nm were used 
as the typical reference wavelength data [110]. 
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Fig. 60: Graph is showing dependence of samples refractive indexes at the effective power for 
reference wavelength 533 nm. 

From the figure Fig. 60 can be seen trend increasing refractive index with increasing 
effective power for every series up to point were the trends ends and refractive index 
value is saturated on almost constant value. For these series is this value of refractive 
index near to 2.3 2.4− . From the picture can be also seen that the refractive index is 
increasing with increasing argon content in mixture, which is in good agreement to the 
previously mentioned assumption.  Most evident is this trend in 10W of effective power 
prepared samples, because the 10W sample from TVS_2.2_Ar_3.5 series has higher 
value of refractive index than the 75W prepared sample from TVS_only series.  

At figure Fig. 61 can be seen the dependence of extinction coefficients to the effective 
power values for argon containing series (without argon as reference). At the graph is 
shown that with increasing effective power in the range 2 75W−  the extinction coeffi-
cients for 633 nm are increased. After the effective power exceeds 75W, the 
TVS_2.2_Ar_3.5 and TVS_6.0_Ar_3.0 starts decreasing. The TVS_13.7_Ar_2.0 looks 
to be at 250W in maxima and may be slightly decreasing and TVS_only still increading. 
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Fig. 61: Graph is showing dependence of samples refractive indexes at the effective power for 
reference wavelength 533 nm. 

 

 Influence of Ar content to optical properties Ar containing series 5.3.1.6
Because in previous chapter 5.3.1.5 was mentioned influence of argon content in the 

reactive mixture to the refractive index and extinction coefficient graphs of this depend-
ences were constructed (Fig. 62, resp. Fig. 63). 

From the graph at Fig. 62 could be seen that the highest influence of argon content to 
the refractive index acts on lower powers, especially for 2 25W− . For samples pre-
pared with powers higher than 25W looks that the argon content influence is small. 
Samples prepared in these powers have almost the constant refractive index through the 
scale of used argon mixtures or it is slightly decreasing with increasing argon in mixture 
content. 

In case of extinction coefficients (Fig. 63) may be commented, that for 2 25W−  of 
effective power, the extinction coefficient is raising its value in whole used range of 
argon content. For series prepared by 75W of effective power the extinction coefficient 
is raising up to about 82% of argon content where saturates a stays constant. Series pre-
pared by 150W and 250W is raising its value up to about 50% of argon content and af-
ter decreases. 
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Fig. 62: Graph is showing dependence of samples refractive indexes for reference wavelength 
533 nm at the argon content in reactive gas mixture. 
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Fig. 63: Graph is showing dependence of samples refractive indexes for reference wavelength 
533 nm at the argon content in reactive gas mixture. 
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 Optical properties of TVS_13.7_O2_2.0 series (52 % of O2 in mixture) 5.3.1.7
Optical properties of samples belonging to the TVS_13.7_O2_2.0 are represented by 

their wavelength dependence at graphs of following figure Fig. 64. 
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Fig. 64: Graph of dependence of TVS_13.7_O2_2.0 series samples refractive indexes (left side) 
and extinction coefficients (right side) on the wavelength of incidence light.  

 
At figure Fig. 64 is shown, that the extinction coefficients are decreasing with in-

creasing wavelength in almost same slope (but also from other begin value) and their 
exact value is increasing with increasing effective power. In case of refraction indexes 
the situation is different because the 2W and 10W samples are with decreasing in whole 
range of measured wavelengths and the 25 150W−  samples are after the starting in-
crease with maxima about 400-450 nm decreasing. Series is also interesting by fact that 
added oxygen to the mixture of higher powers 75 150W−  slightly decreases the abso-
lute values of extinction coefficients which mean that the layer is more transmissible 
than TVS only film and films with argon gas mix. 
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 Optical properties of TVS_2.2_ O2_3.5 series (91,6 % of O2 in mixture) 5.3.1.8
Optical properties of samples belonging to the TVS_2.2_O2_3.5 are represented by 

its wavelength dependence at graphs of figure Fig. 65. 
At figure Fig.59 (below this paragraph) is shown that the refractive index of the sam-

ples prepared by effective powers in range 10 150 W−  is almost the same. Only devia-
tion occupies in case of 2W sample refractive index which is significantly higher and 
almost the same to the TVS_only series one. The 10 150 W− samples similarity may be 
supported by FTIR analysis, where only slight deviations between them occur and by 
data from X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, where also no significant difference be-
tween samples from 25 150 W−  occurs.  Very low absolute values of extinction coeffi-
cients also induce that the samples prepared from series with added oxygen are higher 
transparent for VIS range of spectra. 
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Fig. 65: Graph is showing dependence of TVS_2.2_O2_3.5 series samples refractive indexes 
(left side) and extinction coefficients at the wavelength of incidence light.  
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 Influence of effective power to optical properties oxygen containing series 5.3.1.9
Because obtained data looks well trend-able, the graph of influence of effective power 

to the refractive index (Fig. 66) and extinction coefficients (Fig. 67) respectively were 
done. For the exact comparison the values belonging to wavelength 632 nm were used 
as the typical reference wavelength  data [110]. 
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Fig. 66: Graph is showing dependence of samples refractive indexes at the effective power for 
reference wavelength 533 nm. 

From the figure Fig. 66 can be seen trend increasing refractive index with increasing 
effective power for every series up to point were the trends ends and refractive index 
value is saturated on almost constant value or it is slightly decreasing. For these series is 
this value of refractive index near to 2.3 2.4− . For series with 52% content of oxygen 
in mixture and range of effective power 2 75W− , were obtained results with lower 
values of refractive indexes in compare to TVS_only series with highest deviations in 
case of 150 250 W− samples.  For series with 91.6% content of oxygen in mixture was 
obtained significantly lower values of refractive index with decreasing trend with in-
creasing effective power.  

At figure Fig. 67 can be seen the dependence of extinction coefficients to the effective 
power for oxygen containing series. For series containing 91.6% of oxygen in mixture, 
with exclusion of 250W series, was obtained almost independence on effective power, 
and also well optical transparency. Only for effective power 250W may be seen slight 
increase of extinction coefficient. Extinction coefficients dependence on effective pow-
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er from TVS_13.7_O2_2.0 series were obtained as increasing with effective power , 
with almost the same slope to compared with TVS_only, but shifted to the lower value 
of effective power (10W, instead of 25W TVS_Only). 
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Fig. 67: Graph is showing dependence of samples extinction coefficients at the effective power 
for reference wavelength 533 nm. 

 

 Influence of oxygen content to optical properties oxygen containing series 5.3.1.10
Because in previous chapter 5.3.1.5 was mentioned influence of oxygen content in the 

reactive mixture to the refractive index and extinction coefficient graphs this depend-
ences were constructed (Fig. 68, resp. Fig. 69) individually. 

From the graph at Fig. 68 could be seen that the refractive index is for series prepared 
by 2 10W− of effective power slightly increasing up to 52% of oxygen content, fol-
lowed by a decrease of value. For series prepared by 2 10W− of effective power may be 
commented that its value is decreasing in whole range of oxygen content. Notable is 
that the most significant decrease may be seen for the samples prepared by 150, 250W. 

In case of dependence of samples refractive indexes (Fig. 69) to the oxygen may be 
seen, that the extinction coefficients for series prepared by 2 10W− is zero, and samples 
are for the selected wavelength fully transparent. With the increasing power the depend-
ence on oxygen content in the mix is raising, and highest values are obtained from 
150W series prepared by 52% of oxygen in mixture. In case of 91.6 % of oxygen con-
taining series all samples are for the selected reference transparent. 
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Fig. 68: Graph is showing dependence of samples refractive indexes for reference wavelength 
533 nm at the argon content in reactive gas mixture. 
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Fig. 69: Graph is showing dependence of samples refractive indexes for reference wavelength 
533 nm at the argon content in reactive gas mixture.  
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5.3.2 Chemical structure (FTIR) 

 Typical absorption bands in TVS thin film 5.3.2.1
At figure Fig. 70 is shown detail of spectrum prepared from TVS_only batch and 

10W of effective power, because the spectrum is one of the bands richest in the series.  
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Fig. 70: Typical absorbance spectrum of film prepared from TVS monomer 

Description of peaks interpretation is started at the highest wavenumbers (from the 
left side of x axe at Fig. 70). At the wavenumber range 13600 3200 cm−−  is significant 
band of OH−  vibration, which would not be expected in spectra without oxygen, but 
between the measurement and deposition occurs several hours of post deposition oxy-
gen and water degradation. Second significant band from left side at 13288 cm−  is har-
monic vibration of C C=  in vinyl group. Following wide peak in range at 

13100 2750 cm−−  contributes with vibrations of 2 3CH , CH− −  groups. Next very signif-
icant band is Si H− vibration with maximum at 12112 cm− . Peak, which also contrib-
utes with oxygen degradation (or oxygen in mixture) is peak belonging to >C O= vibra-
tion with maxima at 11705 cm− . Subsequent significant peak is peak belonging to 
fundamental >C C<=  bond stretching in vinyl group. Following four bands contributes 
to 2Si CH CH− =  bands. Vibration with maxima at 11583 cm− contributes with 
>C C<=  stretching, 11402 cm−  vibration contributes with 2CH=  def. , 11003 cm−  vi-
bration contributes with CH=  wagging and 1953 cm−  vibration contributes with 2CH=  
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wagging. Weaker intensity peak Wide peak in range 11100 1000 cm−− belongs to 
Si O Si, Si O C− − − −  bonds [112] [113] [114].   

Mainly expected vibrational bands in the spectra was summarized into table Tab. 5 
bellow this paragraph. 

 

Tab. 5: Table of in TVS films expected characteristic vibrations wavenumbers interpre-
tation [55] [112] [113] [114]  

 
 

 Spectra of TVS only series 5.3.2.2
Spectra of TVS_only series were measured just after deposition process ends. Spectra 

were obtained using real transmission module in range 1400 4000 cm−−  with resolution
12 cm− . Spectra were baselined and by offset normalized. Because the real transmission 

module significantly decreases signal incoming to the detector, detector with higher 
sensitivity was used and data was mathematicaly processed to obtain better signal to 
noise ratio (FFT filter, slope filter and mean filter). 

Spectra of TVS_only series prepared in different effective power regimes are repre-
sented by following figure Fig.  71. 

Vibrational wave-
number range Expected bond Note (describtion) 

3600−3200   − OH Typicaly from adsorbed water vapor or in oxygen se-
ries 

3310−3280 >C=C< Harmonic vibration of C = C bond with fundamental 
vibration on 1680 cm−1  [106] 

3100−2750  − CH3, − CH2 Alkane internal bonds and end bonds 
2110 Si−H Hidrogen to Si bond 
1705 >C=O Carbonyl group  
1680 >C=C< str. Doublebond in vinyl group fundamental wavenumber  

[113]    
1580−1615 >C=C< str. Double bond in Si−CH=CH2 group 

1450 −CH2 sci. Scissoring of  −CH2 
1390−1410 =CH2 def. Deformation of =CH2 bond in Si−CH=CH2 group 
1250−1200               −CH2 wag. Wagging of Si−CH2−R group 
1020−1000 =CH wag. Wagging of =CH2 bond in Si−CH=CH2 group 
950−980 =CH2 wag. Wagging of =CH2 bond in Si−CH=CH2 group 

1100−1000 Si−O−Si, Si−O−C 
str. 

Multiband band of Si−O−Si, Si−O−C stretching 

842−800 Si−H Hidrogen to Si bond lower  
800 Si−C Carbon to Si bond   
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Fig. 71: Absorbance spectra of films prepared from TVS monomer at different effective 
power regimes 

 
From the spectra showed at Fig. 71 it can be assumed, that the most prone to oxygen 

(water respectively) attack and degradation are samples prepared with effective powers 
bellow 25W, which has in spectra at the wavenumber range 13600 3200 cm−−  is signif-
icant band of OH−  vibration, but the mixture did not contained any oxygen or water 
vapor. Same situation occurs in area near 11705 cm− for  >C O=  bond and Si O C− −

bonds at 11100 1000 cm−− . This would be explained by lower crosslinking density 
caused by lower self-bias voltage. From the spectra can be also presumed that with the 
increasing effective power the content of hydrogen is decreasing, which is most obvious 
in case of decreasing intensity of Si H−  bond and decreasing intensity of alkanes bonds 
( )2 3CH , CH− −  with increasing effective power and at the other side icrease of 

( )1>C C< ~1680 cm−=  and ( )12CH ~1410 cm−= bonds intensities. Intensity of  
11003 cm−  vibration contributes with CH=  wagging and 1953 cm−  vibration contrib-

utes with 2CH=  wagging looks with exception of 2W series almost constant. Vibration 
of bonds, which strongly contributes with vinyl groups are identifiable only in samples 
prepared by effective power below 25W. Most significant are in sample prepared by 
2W of effective power. 
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 Spectra of TVS_13.7_Ar_2.0 (52% of argon gas in mixture) 5.3.2.3
Spectra of TVS_13.7_Ar_2.0 series were measured just after deposition process ends. 

Spectra were obtained using real transmission module in range 1400 4000 cm−−  with 
resolution 12 cm− . Spectra were baselined and by offset normalized. Because the real 
transmission module significantly decreases signal incoming to the detector, detector 
with higher sensitivity was used and data was mathematicaly processed to obtain better 
signal to noise ratio (FFT filter, slope filter and mean filter). 

Spectra of TVS_13.7_Ar_2.0 series prepared in different effective power regimes are 
represented by following figure Fig.  72. 
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Fig. 72: Absorbance spectra of films prepared from TVS and argon mixture with argon content 
52% at different effective power regimes 

 
From the spectra showed at Fig. 72 it is apparently, that the most prone to oxygen 

(water respectively) attack and degradation are samples prepared with effective powers 
bellow 10W, which has in spectra at the wavenumber range 13600 3200 cm−−  is signif-
icant band of OH−  vibration, but the mixture did not contained any oxygen or water 
vapor same as in TVS_only series. Situation, which occurs in area near 11705 cm− for  
>C O=  bond and Si O C− − bonds at 11100 1000 cm−−  is also noticeable oxygen deg-
radation. This would be explained by lower crosslinking density caused by lower self-
bias voltage.  

Spectra and trends between them is almost in the same trends as like in TVS_only se-
ries. As like in TVS_only series it can be also presumed that with the increasing effec-
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tive power the content of single bonds in alkanes is decreasing, which is most obvious 
in case of decreasing intensity of alkanes bonds ( )2 3CH , CH− −  with increasing effec-

tive power and at the other side increase of ( )1>C C< ~1680 cm−=  and 

( )12CH ~1410 cm−= bonds intensities. Intensity of  11003 cm−  vibration contributes 

with CH=  wagging and 1953 cm−  vibration contributes with 2CH=  wagging looks 
with exception of 2W series almost constant. Vibration of bonds, which strongly con-
tributes with vinyl groups are identifiable only in samples prepared by effective power 
below 25W. These bands are most significant in case of sample prepared by 2W of ef-
fective power. 

 Spectra of TVS_6.0_Ar_3.0 (78.5 % of argon gas in mixture) 5.3.2.4
Spectra of TVS_6.0_Ar_3.0 series were measured just after deposition process ends. 

Spectra were obtained using real transmission module in range 1400 4000 cm−−  with 
resolution 12 cm− . Spectra were baselined and by offset normalized. Because the real 
transmission module significantly decreases signal incoming to the detector, detector 
with higher sensitivity was used and data was mathematically processed to obtain better 
signal to noise ratio (FFT filter, slope filter and mean filter). 

Spectra of TVS_6.0_Ar_3.0 series prepared in different effective power regimes are 
represented by following figure Fig.  73. 
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Fig. 73: Absorbance spectra of films prepared from TVS and argon mixture with argon content 
78.5% at different effective power regimes 
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Spectra obtained from TVS_6.0_Ar_3.0 series are very interesting in fact that the vi-

nyl vibration bands are absolutely clear only in measurement sample produced by 2W 
of effective power. Also interesting is that the intensities of 250 10 W− bands are very 
similar just with exclusion of small intensity difference of 75W sample, which has 
slightly higher intensity double bonds ( )1Si C C ~1580 cm−− = and 

( )12CH ~1410 cm−=  at the expense of Si H−  bonds intensities. Other almost insignifi-
cant increase of Si C, Si O C− − −  bands in case of 150W and 250W sample, but which 
may be caused by minor difference in thickness. Small difference can be also found in 
slight higher intensity of ( )1Si C C ~1580 cm−− =  band to ( )12CH ~1410 cm−=  band 

in 150W and 250W samples spectra. 

 Spectra of TVS_2.2_Ar_3.5 (91.6 % of argon gas in mixture) 5.3.2.5
Same as in previously mentioned situations the spectra was acquired by real transmis-

sion module in range 1400 4000 cm−−  with resolution 12 cm−  just before deposition (or 
in technologically unrecoverable delay). Spectra were baselined, by offset normalized, 
obtained data was mathematically processed to obtain better signal to noise ratio (FFT 
filter, slope filter and mean filter). 

Spectra of TVS_2.2_Ar_3.5 series prepared in different effective power regimes are 
represented by following figure Fig. 74. 
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Fig. 74: Absorbance spectrum of films prepared from TVS and argon mixture with argon con-
tent 91,6 % at different effective power regimes 
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Spectrum of TVS film prepared by effective power 2W is different from the other 

spectra in the series, but it is very similar to the 2W spectra of TVS_6.0_Ar_3.0 series, 
just with little bit slighter intensities of vinyl vibrations. Rest of spectrums shares the 
same trend of increasing ( )1CH ~1003cm−=  wagging, respectively Si O C− −  bond 

with effective power. Deviation of 25W spectra from other spectra should be affected 
by its different thickness.  

  Comparison of 2W spectra by the argon content 5.3.2.6
The influence of gas added to the reactive mix is showed at example of 2W samples 

obtained from TVS_only, TVS_2.2_Ar_3.5, TVS_6.0_Ar_3.0, TVS_13.7_Ar_2.0 series 
at figure Fig. 75. 
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Fig. 75: Absorbance spectra of films prepared from TVS to argon mixtures and 2W of effective 
power  

At the figure Fig. 65 the spectra are showing that the vinyl group bands intensities are 
decreasing with increasing content of argon in the mix. Also is remarkable that the se-
ries with higher content of argon should be more crosslinked, because they are not so 
oxygen degraded as the series of TVS_only or TVS_13.7_Ar_2.0, which is observable 
as significant band of OH−  vibration  in range 13600 3200 cm−−  and absence of car-
bonyl group vibration on  11705 cm− .  Significant difference is also in case of 

( )1CH ~1003cm−=  wagging,  respectively Si O C− −  bond, which is significantly in-
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tensified for TVS_only or TVS_13.7_Ar_2.0, which is in good agreement with the in-
tensities of vinyl groups. 

  Comparison of 75W spectra by the argon content 5.3.2.7
Comparison of medium power processed spectra is represented by following figure 

Fig. 76. 
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Fig. 76: Absorbance spectra of films prepared from TVS to argon mixtures and 75W of effective 
power  

From spectra on figure Fig. 66 results, that the type of bonds and its intensities is not 
so depending on argon added to mixture for effective powers higher than 25W and min-
imal to the 150W.  Spectra showed in Fig. 76 are almost similar, without significant 
bond character change or content. Insignificant differences especially in wavenumbers 

13100 2750 cm−−  contributing with vibrations of 2 3CH , CH− − is mainly caused by not 
absolutely same thickness of measurement. 

This assumption may be supported by spectra obtained by 150W effective powers 
showed at Fig. 77, because the spectra are almost the same for all argon gas to TVS 
monomer mixing ratios. Potential insignificant deviation should be produced by not 
quite the same thickness.  
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Fig. 77: Absorbance spectra of films prepared from TVS to argon mixtures and 150W of effec-
tive power  

From spectra at Fig. 77 results that only minor or insignificant changes occurs with 
changing monomer TVS to argon ratio for 150W effective power series.  

 Spectra of TVS_6.0_O2_3.0 (78.5 % of oxygen gas in mixture) 5.3.2.8
Spectra of TVS_6.0_O2_3.0 series was obtained just after deposition process ends, 

using real transmission module in measurement range 1400 4000 cm−−  and resolution
12 cm− . Spectra were baselined and by offset normalized. To obtain higher signal to 

noise ratio data was mathematically processed (FFT filter, floating slope filter and float-
ing mean filter). 

Spectra of TVS_6.0_O2_3.0 series prepared in different effective power regimes are 
represented by following figure Fig.  78. 

At figure Fig. 78 are spectra showing that the oxygen contained bonds bands are sig-
nificantly increased intensity than in series without oxygen. The OH−  vibration  in 
range 13600 3200 cm−−  and  is most intensive for low effective powers 2 10W− . With 
increasing power the OH−  vibrations intensities are decreasing. Also near 11705 cm−  
>C O=  bond is decreasing intensity with increasing power. Trend of decreasing inten-
sities with increasing effective power used for samples preparation acts also in the case 
of alkanes bonds ( )2 3CH , CH− −  at 13000 2750 cm−−  and with the Si H−  vibration at 

12110 2115 cm−−  , which will induce assumption that with increasing power is decreas-
ing presence of hydrogen and increased existence of double bonds, or other bond va-
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lences of carbon atoms. This should be corrected by further investigation using high-
resolution XPS or other methods with are more sensitive to valences. Not so intensive, 
but remarkable is presence of 2CO valence vibration at 12330 cm− , which can be pro-
duced by encapsulated 2CO molecules. 
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Fig. 78: Absorbance spectra of films prepared from TVS to oxygen mixture with oxygen content 
78.5% and ranges of effective power  

 

 Spectra of TVS_2.2_O2_3.5 (91.6 % of oxygen gas in mixture) 5.3.2.9
Spectra of TVS_6.0_O2_3.0 series was obtained just after deposition process ends, 

using real transmission module in measurement range 1400 4000 cm−−  and resolution
12 cm− . Spectra were baselined and by offset normalized. To obtain higher signal to 

noise ratio data was mathematically processed (FFT filter, floating slope filter and float-
ing mean filter). 

Spectra of TVS_6.0_O2_3.0 series prepared in different effective power regimes are 
represented by following figure Fig.  79.  

Spectra showed at figure Fig. 79 are with exclusion of 2W series almost similar. 
Spectra prepared by effective powers larger than 2W are so similar to the SiO2 spectra, 
than the NIST database spectrum of SiO2 [115] attached is almost indistinguishable 
from the samples only with small but difference on vibration at 12330 cm− . This vibra-
tion is with high probability appropriate 2CO valence vibration.  The atmosphere 2CO
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contamination is almost excreted by measurement in vacuum. This evolve assumption, 
that the 2CO  should be in the film encapsulated and film should be porous. 
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Fig. 79: Absorbance spectra of films prepared from TVS to oxygen mixture with oxygen content 
91.6% and range of effective power 2-150W. In graph is at first position attached also 
graph  
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5.3.3 Elemental surface composition (XPS) 
Elemental surface composition was given for sample series TVS_only , 

TVS_2.2_Ar_3.5  and TVS_2.2_O2_3.5 by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). 
From obtained data the graphs of Carbon, Oxygen and Silicon content on effective 
power dependence were constructed.  

At figure Fig. 80 the elemental composition of samples in TVS_only and 
TVS_2.2_Ar_3.5  is shown.  
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Fig. 80: Elemental chemical composition of samples prepared from TVS only and prepared 
from mixture of 91,6% of Argon to TVS mixture dependence on effective power.  

From the graph at figure Fig. 80 is evident that the elemental composition of samples 
in their series is almost constant to the effective power. Also is evident then only slight-
ly lower content of carbon and slightly higher content of oxygen and silicon have 
TVS_2.2_Ar_3.5 series with compare it to the TVS_only values. 

At following figure Fig. 81 is shown data obtained from measurement of surface 
composition of samples from TVS_2.2_O2_3.5 series. From the graph is evident trend 
of decreasing carbon content with increasing effective power up to 25W. With the trend 
of decreasing carbon content goes hand in hand trend of increasing oxygen and silicon 
content. Higher slope of increase content has oxygen, which is also more contained in 
films prepared with effective powers over 25W. When power exceeds 25W of effective 
power, the elemental surface composition stayed almost constant up to the 250W of 
effective power.  
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Fig. 81: Elemental chemical composition of  TVS_2.2_O2_3.5 series samples  
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5.3.4 Mechanical properties (Nanoindentation) 
Nanoindentation test on samples was made by method of cyclic nanoindentation. Re-

sulted data was averaged and average data were used for construction of following 
graphs of mechanical properties (Young’s modulus and Hardness) dependence on effec-
tive power.  

 TVS_only series mechanical properties 5.3.4.1
Prepared TVS_only thin films were measured by nanoindentation test with slight time 

delay from preparation to measurement applied to decrease influence of non-relaxed 
deformations in film, which would distort measurement.  Mechanical properties of 
TVS_only series films are represented by figure Fig. 82 bellow this paragraph. 
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Fig. 82: Resultant graph containing Young’s modulus of elasticity and Hardness for prepared 
samples from TVS_only series as the material property to production used Effective 
power dependence. 

 
Hardness and Young’s modulus of elasticity is on graph at figure Fig. 82 up to 150W 
almost linearly increasing with increasing effective power. Maximum hardness and 
Young’s modulus was obtained for 150W with values of hardness 14,5 GPaH =  and 
Young’s modulus 137 GPaE = , which is values at the bottom border of properties of 
DLC materials [91] , [116].  Than effective power exceeds 150W decrease of mechani-
cal properties occurs. 
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  TVS_2.2_Ar_3.5 series mechanical properties (91.6% of argon content) 5.3.4.2
Prepared TVS_2.2_Ar_3.5 thin films were measured by nanoindentation test with 

slight time delay from preparation to measurement applied to decrease influence of non-
relaxed deformations in film, which would distort measurement.  To avoid the distortion 
of measurement by degradation of sample cyclic nanoindentation were used and data 
was obtained from depth profile. 

 Mechanical properties of TVS_2.2_Ar_3.5 series films are represented by following 
figure Fig. 83. 
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Fig. 83: Resultant graph containing Young’s modulus of elasticity and Hardness for prepared 
samples from TVS_2.2_Ar_3.5 series as the material property to production used Effec-
tive power dependence. 

After the really significant rise of mechanical properties from 2W sample (worst val-
ues) to maximum values obtained by 10W and 25W series graduated decreasing of ma-
terial properties occurs. Obtained maximal mechanical properties are from 25W sample 
and they are lower but close to the values obtained from the TVS only series. Interesting 
is fact that the maximum values obtained in case of TVS_only series with effective 
power about 125W may be obtained by TVS_2.2_Ar_3.5 series with 25W only.  
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 TVS_2.2_O2_3.5 series mechanical properties (91.6% of oxygen content) 5.3.4.3
Prepared TVS_2.2_O2_3.5 thin films were measured by nanoindentation test with 

slight time delay from preparation to measurement applied to decrease influence of non-
relaxed deformations in film, which would distort measurement.  To avoid the distortion 
of measurement by degradation of sample cyclic nanoindentation were used and data 
was obtained from depth profile. 

 Mechanical properties of TVS_2.2_O2_3.5 series films are represented by following 
figure Fig. 84. 
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Fig. 84: Resultant graph containing Young’s modulus of elasticity and Hardness for prepared 
samples from TVS_2.2_O2_3.5 series as the material property to production used Effec-
tive power dependence. 

From the graph at figure Fig. 84 is apparently that after strong increase of both stud-
ied mechanical properties between 2 10W− , slight increase of mechanical properties 
occurs. Maximal properties are given by sample prepared by 150W of effective power. 
This sample hardness 7,3GPaH =  and Young’s modulus 64 GPaE =  are almost the 
same to the calibration 2SiO  sample, which is in good agreement with the chemical 
composition earned by FTIR spectroscopy (chapture 6.3.2.9)  
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6 CONCLUSION 
This diploma thesis was focused to preparation (deposition) of plasma polymer thin 

film samples from tetravinylsilane monomer and its mixtures with argon and oxygen 
gas. The influence of deposition conditions (effective power, pressure, self-bias, gas to 
tvs ratios etc.) on physical and chemical properties of deposited material was investigat-
ed. Structure and chemical properties of plasma polymer films were investigated by 
infrared spectroscopy and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy Mechanical properties 
were evaluated by nanoindentation measurements. Optical properties and film thick-
nesses were measured by spectroscopic ellipsometry. Also mass spectroscopy was used 
for glow discharge characterization.  

Stable deposition conditions for preparation of plasma polymer thin films from TVS 
and its mixtures with argon and oxygen gas were successfully determined by plasma 
optical stability measurement. For the sample preparation set of diferent gas mixtures 
containing 52 %, 78,5 % and 91,7 % of argon or oxygen gas were used. As the refer-
ence also samples prepared from tetravinylsilane monomer were prepared.  

To obtain information about processes, which occurs in plasma discharge of tetravi-
nylsilane monomer and its mixtures with different effective RF power was used mass 
spectroscopy of process gas during deposition. The influence of effective RF power to 
fragmentation of all gas mix series was obtained. In case of oxygen to tetravinylsilane 
mixes the chemical reaction occurring directly in plasma discharge was investigated 
(mainly water and carbon dioxide formation).  

The dispersion curves of plasma polymers were investigated for tetravinylsilane se-
ries, all series of argon mixtures and for 52 % and 91,6 % mixtures of oxygen gas. From 
the obtained data results very different oxygen and argon to tetravinylsilane mixture 
ratio to optical properties influence. The samples deposited from TVS only dispersion 
curves dependence for the refractive index moved to higher values with enhanced pow-
er same as in previous works realized to this theme [107] [109] [111]. Same trend was 
obtained for extinction coefficient, where with increasing power the extinction coeffi-
cient minima were shifted to nearer to IR region. Trend of influence of Ar gas contain in 
mixture to the optical properties was obtained. With increasing argon content the trend 
of increasing optical parameters was investigated. Samples prepared from Ar gas series 
with lower powers has optical parameters very same to the optical parameters of higher 
powers prepared samples from TVS mixtures only. 
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The infrared spectra of deposited samples were compared and discussed depending 

on the used RF power for tetravinylsilane series, all series of argon mixtures and for 
52% and 91,6% mixtures of oxygen gas. Absorption bands connected with vinyl groups 
decreased with increasing effective power in all series.  In tetravinylsilane series was 
assumed that the higher power series prepared with higher values of self-bias voltage 
may be more cross-linked, than the series prepared at lower effective power, especially 
because their higher oxygen degradation resistance.  It was not confirmed significant 
influence of argon gas to chemical properties given by FTIR analysis.  In oxygen series 
the very significant influence of oxygen content to chemical composition of deposited 
thin films were obtained. With increasing oxygen concentration, increases bands with 
contribution with oxygen such as carbonyl group, Si-O-Si or Si-O-C. In case of 91,6% 
oxygen series the result material is almost same to the silicon oxide.  

Elemental composition of surface of TVS series, 91,6% oxygen series, 91,6% argon 
series deposited thin films was studied by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. In case of 
Argon series in contribution TVS series no significant change of surface elemental 
composition was obtained.  In case of oxygen series the surface of material was very 
different to the previous one and for powers higher than 10W also the idea of the silicon 
oxide similarity of samples was confirmed.  

Nanoindentation was used for obtain Young’s  modus and Hardness of samples from 
the of TVS series, 91,6% oxygen series, 91,6% argon series deposited on silicon wafer 
substrates. From the measurement of TVS series the interesting mechanical properties 
of thin films prepared with effective power 150W was obtained, because they are near 
to properties of DLC.  Measurement of argon series shows that the mechanical proper-
ties of deposited films are decreasing with increasing power, but the highest value of 
mechanical properties was obtained from sample prepared by 25W of effective power, 
with is near to the 150W sample from TVS series mechanical properties. In oxygen se-
ries the trend of increasing mechanical properties to the increasing effective power was 
obtained. In case of 250W sample from this series the mechanical properties are almost 
the same to the calibration sample of silicon oxide, which would confirm previously 
mentioned silicon oxide similarity of samples from this series. 

Conclusions of this thesis would be used for further investigation and for real appli-
cation in many kinds of industries.  
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LIST OF USED ABBREVIATIONS 
Abbreviation  Description  

AC - Alternating current 

AFM - Atomic force microscopy 

amu - Atomic mass units 

APCVD - Atmospheric pressure chemical vapor deposition 

ATR - Attuned total reflectance  

CF  - Conflat 

CVD - Chemical vapor deposition 

DC - Direct current 

DLC - Diamond like carbon 

DRIFTS - Diffuse reflectance infrared fourier transform spectroscopy  

ECR - Electron cyclotron resonance 

ELL - Elipsometry 

ERDA - Elastic recoil detection analysis 

ESCA - Electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis 

FIR  - Far infrared 

FTIR  - Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy 

ICPCVD  - Inductively coupled plasma 

IR - Infra red 

KF - Klein flansche 

LECVD - Laser enhanced chemical vapor deposition 

LPCVD - Low pressure chemical vapor deposition  

MALDI - Matrix assisted laser deposition ionization 

MIR - Multiple internal reflection 

MOCVD - Methal-organic chemical vapor deposition 

MS - Mass spectroscopy 

MW - Microwave 

NI - Nanoindentation 
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OFHC   - Oxygen free high conductivity 

OMVPE - Organometallic vapor phase epitaxy  

PC  - Personal computer 

PE  - Polyethylene 

PECVD - Plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition 

PLC - Programable logic control 

pp   - Plasma polymerized  

PVD - Physical vapor deposition 

RBS  - Rutherford backscattering spectrometry 

RF - Radio frequency 

RGA  - Residual gas analysis 

SCEM - Single channel electron multiplier 

SEM - Scanning electron mictroscopy 

SFM  - Scanning force microscopy 

SPG - Sample process gas 

SPM  - Scanning probe microscope 

TEOS  - Tetramethyldisiloxane 

TMS  -  Tetramethylsilane 

TOF  - Time of flight 

TVS - Tetravinylsilane 

UHV  - Ultra high vacuum 

UV - Ultra violet 

VIS  - Visible  

XPS - X ray photoelectron spectroscopy 
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